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Introduction

Discover a colourful world full of products,
to help you express yourself and your
unique style!

Follow the trends with NEONAIL,
create fashionable stylisations with feminine
character. Take care of your hands and nails
with high-quality products that are
innovative, easy to use and accessible
at your fingertips.

Fashionable nail polishes are waiting for you on 
the offer
that highlight your character.

NEONAIL ensures that the beautiful appearance 
does not
excluded also care, therefore it has
in its offer everything you need for
performing a professional nail stylisation and
complex hand care. 

NEONAIL responds to the wishes of women,
who want to play with their image
and show that they are just themselves!

We are happy that you are with us!

Kamila i Artur Błażejewscy
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Awards

Product of the year 2021 
Women’s Health 
Award for the wireless Nail 
Drill NN L 36 in the category 
„devices”.

Beauty Forum Awards 2021 
Grand prize for Nail Drill 
ONE TOUCH in the Hand 
&Nail category and award 
for Revital Base Fiber for 
product improvement.

Fashion Magazine Beauty 
Awards 2021
Award in the category „nails” 
for serum with natural 
ingredients 72 Nail Repair 
Serum. 

Glammies 2021 
We have received the 
prestigious award of the 
editorial staff Glamour 
Glammies 2021 in the 
category UV gel polishes for 
SIMPLE series.

Influencer’s Choice  
Poland 2021
Award for hand care products 
from Damask Rose series in 
the category “best natural 
cosmetics” for compliance 
with the philosophy of zero 
waste and natural, nourishing 
ingredients in the formula.

Cosmetic of All Time 2021
Prize for UV gel polishes 
SIMPLE of the brand Neonail. 
They received the prestigious 
“Cosmetic of All Times” 
award in 2021.

The Best of New  
Beauty 2021
Award in the category HIT 
HOME BEAUTY “for UV gel 
polish set SIMPLE 3-in-1 for 
innovation, development of 
the nail stylisation product 
line and holistic beauty 
approach. 

Fashion Magazine Beauty 
Awards 2020 
Prize for UV gel polishes 
Simple was awarded by 
the jury and the readers 
of Fashion Magazine and 
fashionpost at the Fashion 
Beauty Awards 2020.

A W A R D S
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Prix de Beauté 2019
Prize for Think Blink!  filled 
with glitter UV gel polishes 
awared by Cosmopolitan 
magazine. 

Consumer Quality 
 Guide 2018
Prize for an innovative 
product for extending and 
modeling nails- Duo Acrylgel.

Love Cosmetics  
Awards 2019 
Prize for Cosmo Group in 
the category Inspiring Line 
Extensions! The prize was 
awarded by editorial office 
 of webportal 
wirtualnekosmetyki.pl. 

Qultowy Cosmetic 2019 
Collection of UV gel polishes 
Diamonds Collection 
received the prize in the 
competition Qultowy 
Kosmetyk 2019 in the 
category care and nail 
stylisation. 

QultowyConcept 2017 
Prize awared by Kosmetyki 
magazine for set Starter Set.

Beauty Forum Awards 2019 
Prize for an innovative and 
multitask Base 6-in-1 Silk 
Protein. 

Glossy Produkt 2017 
The subscribers of BeGossy 
have chosen Delicius 
collection as No. 1 in the nail 
stylisation category.

Glamour Glammies  2019
Special award for chrome 
nail powder Chrome Flakes 
Effect No.3.

Glamour Glammies  2018 
Prize for the collection Star 
Glow in the category „The 
best nail polishes”.

Prix de Beauté 2018
Prize awarded by Cosmopoli-
tan for the collection Thermo 
Color. 

Best Beuty Buys 2018 
Prize awarded by In Style for 
the color Wild Heart from the 
collection Colors of Freedom.

Prix de Beauté 2017 
Prize awarded by 
Cosmopolitan for set  
Starter Set.2019

KOSMETYK 

Qltowy
2019

KONCEPT

Qltowy
2019

KONCEPT

Qltowy
2019

KOSMETYK 

Qltowy

2019
KOSMETYK 

Qltowy
2019

KONCEPT

Qltowy
2019

KONCEPT

Qltowy
2019

KOSMETYK 

Qltowy

12 / 2019

Love Cosmetics Awards 
Award in the category 
#Social Media Love Brand for 
inspiring communication in 
social media and building an 
engaged community.

Glamour Glammies 2020 
Matt liquid lipsticks Lips 
Shape Up is a color, effect 
and comfort- the most 
fashionable shades of UV gel 
polishes available in lipstick 
version is what you loved.

Beuty Forum Awards 2020 
For Revital BASE FIBER- 
protein base with color. The 
prize has been awared for 
effective regenerating and 
strenghetning effect and 
comfort of application!

Top Avanti 2019 
For Cover Base Protein 
– protein base with color. 
The prize was awarded by 
AVANTI magazine! 
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POLISHES
UV gel01

UV gel polishes NEONAIL  are innovative products that 
combine the properties of traditional nail polishes and elastic  
UV gels.

Find out more and fall in love with the infinite possibilities  
offered by UV gel manicure.

U V  G E L  P O L I S H E S    |    0 1



Whites Nudes

5055-7

French
White

6119-7

Milky
French

4659-7

White
Collar

Cotton
Candy
4815-7 6344-7

Snow 
Queen

8434-7

Tears 
of Happiness

2696-7

Milk
Shake

8431-7

Mr Always 
Right

6342-7

Vanilla
Sky

6343-7

Seashell

6345-7

Creme 
Brulee

3192-7

Natural 
Beauty

2863-7

Perfect
Milk

Independent  
Women
6051-74826-7

Wedding
Princess

2860-7

Sensitive
Princess

5532-7

Creamy  
Mousse

8186-7

Brave  
Everyday

4661-7

Desert
Rose

4676-7

Silky
Nude

6053-7

Classy
Queen

6054-7

Innocent
Beauty

6055-7

Modern 
Princess

6056-7

Madame
 de Mode

6057-7

Sweet
Milady

8358-7

Gorgeous
Inside Out

8770-7

Chillout
Walk

7548-7

Essential
Time

7346-7

Be 
Authenitic

3205-7

Light
Peach

5318-7

Warming
Memories

2687-7

Cashmere
Rose

6672-7

My
Moment

3195-7

Nude

8438-7

Bride’s
Gang

6670-7

Cocktail
Dress

5542-7

French  
Pink Light

5541-7

French 
Pink Medium

8768-7

Jolly
State

3210-7

Fine
French

9074-7

Cheeky 
Cheetah

9075-7

Mighty 
Sandstone

U V  G E L  P O L I S H E S   |    0 1
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Pinks

4825-7

Sleeping
Beauty

4627-7

Pink
Pudding

6121-7

Sweet 
Coquette

6122-7

Pretty
Jealous

6123-7

Passion 
Flame

6124-7

Mood 
for Love

7748-7

Perfect
Proposal

2859-7

First
Love

4807-7

Perfect 
Rose

6671-7

Trendy
Twenty

5601-7

Lavender
Morning

4806-7

Lotus
Flower

3751-7

Rosy
Memory

8350-7

Spring 
to Life

8351-7

Time to 
Romance

7547-7

Flirty
Blink

8347-7

Glow 
The Day

8562-7

Satin 
Star

8565-7

Satin 
Blush

8357-7

Shine The 
Moments

6315-7

Shiny 
Rose

8437-7

Forget
The Ex

8436-7

Wedding
 Lily

8435-7

Kiss 
The Miss

6177-7

Wild 
Heart

3206-7

Bishops
Pink

3220-7

Neon
pink

3216-7

Pink
Panther

8349-7

Love 
Spirit

5192-7

Twisted
Pink

4821-7

My
Lolita

3223-7

Sweet
Lychee

4808-7

Bora
Bora

3198-7

Sweet 
Candy

6631-7

Glossy
Satin

6632-7

Delicate
Lace

6954-7

Keep
Pink

3645-7

Juicy
Raspberry

6333-7

Ruby
Fusion

8348-7

Rosy
Side

4630-7

Rock
Girl

8524-7

Selfie
Queen

5018-7

Thailand
Beauty

7773-7

Hit 
Dreamer

4819-7

Barbados
Party

4817-7

Bermudas
Beach

4803-7

Copacabana

4628-7

Paradise
Flower

8523-7

Salty
Kisses

8889-7

Miss
Buenos

9070-7

Jungle
Blush

9069-7

Dried 
Blossom

6423-7

Velvet
Lips

U V  G E L  P O L I S H E S   |    0 1
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4802-7

Ramla
Bay

6631-7

Glossy
Satin

6951-7

Summer
Hero

7101-7

Fallin
 Leaves

8529-7

Perfect
Pleasure

3753-7

Peach
Rose

6125-7

Gentle
Kiss

7973-7

Stay
Joyful

7545-7

Energy
Burst

7546-7

Bloomy
Mood

7775-7

Bon
Voyage

4820-7

Papaya
Shake

8530-7

Spritz
Mood

4823-7

Bayahibe 
Bikini

Orange colors
U V  G E L  P O L I S H E S    |    0 1
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Yellows

6378-7

Autumn 
Sun

3201-7

Exotic
 Banana

6790-7

Funky
Soul

6950-7

Sunshine 
Princess

8525-7

Rise  
& Shine

6379-7

Creamy
Latte

7776-7

Sunny
 Flow

4816-7

Morning
 Rose

7544-7

First 
Rayas

5371-7

Sparkling
Kiss

8227-7

Blinking
Pleasure

6519-7

Iconic
Style

6313-7

Sandy
Glow

8526-7

Beach
Blaze

9073-7

Lioness
Roar

9078-7

 Mango
Butter
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Reds

6375-7

Seductive
Red

3209-7

Sexy Red

2609-7

Lady
Ferrari

2690-7

Poppy
Hill

3762-7

Raspberry
Red

3763-7

Fiery
Flamenco

6674-7

Carmine
Red

6675-7

Fancy
Obsession

3764-7

Hot
Samba

6953-7

Hot Crush

7750-7

Mrs Red

8235-7

Hot Me

8363-7

Perfect
Red

8764-7

Feminine
 Grace

6520-7

Miss
Diva

5712-7

Alizee

7974-7

Spread 
Love

7107-7

Moonlight
 Flower

6952-7

Aloha
 Mood

4824-7

Paradise
Drink

8522-7

Summer
 Couple

7774-7

Friday
Heels

4814-7

Playa
Bonita

8888-7

Dancing 
Mexico

U V  G E L  P O L I S H E S    |    0 1
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Burgundy

2692-7

Dark
Cherry

6422-7

Blushing
Cheek

7975-7

Feel 
Gorgeous

8190-7

Share 
Love

Wine
Red

2617-7

Ripe
 Cherry
3790-7

Beauty
Rose

3775-7

6421-7

Sensual
Dream

7106-7

Cosy
Shelter

8765-7

Piece 
of Magic

8766-7

Mysterious
Tale

2615-7

Opal
Wine

8189-7

Shining 
Joy

Cherry
Lady

2616-7

Greens

6371-7

Unripe
Olives

6372-7

Bottle 
Green

3778-7

Lush
Green

3780-7

Lady
Green

8192-7

Dream
Life

8771-7

Wild
Story

4631-7

Yellow
Energy

7777-7

Mrs 
Adventure

7981-7

Think
Happy

6791-7

Eternal 
Bliss

7980-7

Get
Social

8354-7

Magic
Garden

8355-7

Green
Me Twice

3754-7

Summer
Mint

6792-7

Wild
Nature

7543-7

Soul
Harmony

7341-7

Be
 Iconic

6180-7

Fight
For It

8773-7

Positive
Flow

8772-7

Inspiring 
Moment

8193-7

Find 
Freedom

9077-7

Savanna
Grass

9072-7

Meet Me  
At The River

U V  G E L  P O L I S H E S    |    0 1
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Purples

3647-7

Forever
Calm

6423-7

Velvet
Lips

5603-7

Violet
Garden 

3861-7

Cyclamen

6955-7

Wear
Bikini

7976-7

Choose
Euphoria

7978-7 9071-7

Pleasure
First

Wild
Sky

8527-7

Afternoon
Cocktails

Accept
Yourself
8188-7 7105-7

Magic 
Rose

7347-7

Be
You

7540-7

Delightful 
Feeling

6120-7

First
Date

4811-7

Plumeria
Scent

4801-7

Acapulco

7772-7

Cosmopolitan
Girl

8352-7

Show
Your Spark

8306-7

Don’t Forget
to Party

6314-7

Sparkling
Flower

8528-7

Purple
Look

5403-7

Blaze
Peony

8893-7

Frosty
Princess

8898-7

Ice
Queen

8892-7

Icicle
Tale

8891-7

Snowflake
Fairy

8881-7

Sparkling 
New York

7977-7

No Pressure
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Blues

8353-7

Angel’s
Charm

4827-7

Blue
 Tide

6793-7

Sweet
Paradise

6794-7

Divine
Blue

6957-7

Cool
Breeze

8520-7

Blue 
Surfing

6958-7

Water
Kiss

7770-7

City
Lover

7541-7

Gentle
Breeze

7340-7

Be
Powerful

7343-7

Be 
Visionary

6373-7

Classy 
Blue

5606-7

Night
 Sky 

7771-7

Night
 Queen

7982-7

Keep
Going

8309-7

Ready
To Groove

8195-7

Born
Proud

6316-7

Ocean
Drops

8521-7

Waves
Lover

8880-7

Hips 
of Rio

8895-7

Frosted
Kiss

8896-7

Snowy
Night

L A K I E R Y  H Y B R Y D O W E    |    0 1U V  G E L  P O L I S H E S    |    0 1
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Blacks

2996-7

Pure 
Black

5186-7

Black 
Russian

8310-7

Time 
To Show

8885-7

Nice Street 
Party

8887-7

Crazy
Vegas

8886-7

Venezian
Mask

Browns

2620-7

Neutral

3650-7

Mousy
Day

8767-7

Charming
Story

8769-7

Soo
Cosy

6376-7

Hazelnut
 Butter

5320-7

Hot
Cocoa

8187-7

Be
Helpful

7549-7

Mornig 
Whisper

3649-7

Light
Beige

5319-7

Mulled
Wine

8307-7

Not A Last
Dance

8567-7

Satin
Flash

8191-7

Everything 
Possible

8883-7

 Glowing 
Santa Cruz

8882-7

 LA
Mood

7108-7

Blissful
Moment

9076-7

Safari
Clay
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Grey

3783-7

Silver
Grey

6425-7

Warming
Hug 

8194-7

No
Tears

6052-7

Femme
Fatale

7345-7

Be
Fearless

7344-7

Be 
Awesome

6518-7

Sugar
Queen

8774-7

Thrilling
Night

5372-7

Shining
Diamonds

8566-7

Satin
Sky

8564-7

Satin
Flame

8563-7

Satin
Glaze

8308-7

Yes 
Mr DJ

8433-7

Dazzling 
Diamond

6312-7

Twinkle
White

8890-7

Ice
Star

8894-7

Crackling
Snow

8884-7

Illuminating  
Sydney

8897-7

Crushed 
Crystals
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Beautiful and durable manicure cannot exist without using a 
professional base that ensure durability even up to 21 days. 
On NEONAIL offer you will find products which are innovative 
and give many possibilities. Due to them, you can extend your 
nails, give a subtle color and even provide dose of vitamins and 
minerals needed to strengthen. Check what UV gel bases will 
work best on your nails!

BASES02
B A S E S    |    0 2



Baby Boomer  
Nude Base / Rose Base  
Perfect bases to create tim-
less french and baby boomer 
stylisations (in connection 
with white UV gel polish or 
White Paint Gel). Natural 
looking stylisation in beautiful 
shades of semi- transparent 
blush and peach. The bases 
provides great adhesion 
to a nail plate and allow its 
superstructure and extending 
even to 5mm.

8366-7, 8367-7 – 7,2 ml

Repair Base  
UV gel base has a formula 
enriched with vitamins A, C, 
E, biotin, keratin and silicon. 
It has strengthening and buil-
ding properties, allows you to 
extend nail up to 7mm. The 
base is transparent and does 
not require the use of a UV 
gel top coat - after wiping the 
dispersion layer with Cleaner, 
it leaves a beautiful shine. 
 

8387-7 – 7,2 ml

Cover Base Protein  
Protein power in 3 natural 
and 5 pastel colors. Cover 
Base Protein is a semi-thick 
base, thus it has properties, 
which help with building na-
ils and extend them. Thanks 
to self-leveling formulation 
you will be able to create 
perfect curve C and the stili-
zation will not deform in the 
exposure of high temperatu-
re, because of its thermosta-
bility. Short, profiled brush 
makes appling product on 
the nail plate easy.

7033-7, 7034-7, 7035-7, 
8716-7, 8717-7, 8718-7, 
8719-7, 8720-7 – 7,2 ml

Rubber Base  
Rubber Base is characterised 
by its high flexibility that 
allows a precision applica-
tion (without flooding the 
cuticles). It will work perfectly 
on brittle and weakened nails. 
Its formula is enriched with 
vitamin B3, collagen, cotton 
proteins and soymilk prote-
ins. Rubber Base is perfect 
not only for manicure but also 
for pedicure.

8445-7 - 7,2 ml
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Hard Base Vitamins  
Base enriched with vitamins 
and ingredients strengtening 
a nail plate. It contains keratin 
knows from a properity which 
improves nail hardness, shea 
butter esters responsible for 
regeneration and smoothing 
a nail plate, silk proteins with 
smoothing properties and 
vitamin A, C and E complex 
-show antioxidant and streng-
thening properties. 

6931-7 – 7,2 ml

Revital Base Fiber  
Base enriched with synthetic 
fibers, calcium and vitamins E 
allows to fill the microcracks 
of a nail plate. Product in 
transparent pink color can be 
applied directly on a nail plate 
(as UV gel base) and also as a 
building layer which enables 
to extend a nail on a nail 
temple up to 10mm. 

6818-7, 7649-7, 7650-7,  
8170-7, 8171-7, 8172-7,  
8173-7 – 7,2 ml 

Hard Base  
It is a product which not only 
give a guarantee of durability 
and color intensity but also 
facilitates creating UV gel 
stylisation. Used as a base un-
der color UV gel polish gives a 
perfect look of nails.

4744-7 – 7,2 ml

Base Extra 
Self-leveling base Base Extra 
is a UV gel for special tasks. 
Used as a base under color 
UV gel polish enables to 
extend a nail plate and its 
regeneration. Durable and 
elastic effect up to 5 weeks!

7478-7 – 7,2 ml
7478 -16 - 16 ml

Base 6in1 Silk Protein  
Multitask base with added 
silk proteins, provides com-
plex care of nails. The product 
is thermo-stable (under the 
influence of temperature 
does not flood the cuticles), 
builds weak nails and additio-
nally allows to extend them 
on a nail temple up to 10mm.

6332-7 – 7,2 ml

Base/Top 2in1  
Product in its formula combi-
nes two, different comple-
mentary functions: base and 
top. It guarantees a perfect 
adhesion to a nail plate and 
durable color protection. 

6621-7 – 7,2 ml

Base Extra Cover  
It is a very thick- cover base. 
Due to pink-beige perfectly 
suited under bright, pastel 
shades of UV gel polishes. 
With this product you can not 
only extend and build nails, 
but also smooth out a nail 
plate color. 

6111-7 - 7 ml
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Modeling Base Calcium  
It is a product available in 5 
subtle shades which beauti-
fully present themselves on 
nails. It strengthens them 
due to calcium and vitamin 
content. Base consistency 
provides perfect leveling 
and modeling while filling 
imperfections on a nail plate. 
The product also gives the 
possibility of extending a nail 
up to 10mm. 

8620-7, 8621-7, 8622-7
8623-7, 8624-7 – 7,2 ml

Pure Base/Top  
Base and top in one bottle in 
Plant-Based Wonder series 
is a vegan product conta-
ins ingredients of natural 
origin. It allows to create a 
beautiful, classic manicure 
or pedicure that take care of 
nails. Using Pure Base/Top in 
the company of nail polishes 
from this series guarantee a 
perfect durability and shine 
of stylisation. 

8743-7 – 7,2 ml

Pre-Base Quick Off  
It is a product which facilita-
tes UV gel removal with UV 
Gel Polish Remover Acetone, 
and it does not require curing 
in UV/LED lamp. This pre-
paration could be combined 
with other bases, additionally 
it has Fast Dry formula due 
to this dry very fast (up to 
2minutes). 

8571-7 – 7,2 ml

Aquarelle Base Clear  
It is special, clear base, which 
makes decorating nails a 
lot easier. You only have to 
apply base on cured base 
color and without curing 
start performing stylization 
using polishies from Aquare-
lle Collection. Base is a basis 
for using Aquarelle polishes, 
colors fade into each other 
thanks to it and create beau-
tiful designs on the nails.

5486-7 – 7,2 ml 
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BABY BOOMER 
BASE

REPAIR
BASE

COVER BASE
PROTEIN

RUBBER 
BASE

HARD BASE
VITAMINS

Application on a natural nail under 
color UV gel polish yes yes yes yes yes

Application as base gel
under gel method no yes no yes no

Extending up to 5 mm up to  7 mm up to  10 mm up to  4 mm no

Nail reconstruction yes yes yes yes no

Consistency medium thick medium thick medium thick medium thick medium thick

Curing time (LED 48W) 60 s 60 s 60 s 60 s 30 s

Curing time (UV 36W) 90 s 120 s 120 s 120 s 120 s

Removing using acetone if a thin 
layer is applied yes yes yes yes yes

BASES curing table

REVITAL BASE 
FIBER

HARD
BASE

BASE 
EXTRA

BASE 6IN1 SILK
PROTEIN

BASE/TOP
2IN1

BASE EXTRA 
COVER

yes* yes yes yes yes yes*      

yes no yes yes no no

up to 10 mm no up to 10 mm up to 10 mm no up to  7 mm

yes no yes yes no yes

thick thin medium thick thick thin medium thick

60 s 30 s 60 s 60 s 40 s 60 s

120–180 s 120 s 120–180 s 120–180 s 120 s 120–180 s

yes yes yes yes yes yes

* For thin or problematic nail tile it is recommended to use Hard Base first. 
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PRE-BASE 
QUICK OFF

AQUARELLE 
BASE

MODELING BASE 
CALCIUM

PURE
BASE/TOP

Application on a natural nail under 
color UV gel polish

apply onto plain  
nail plat, under uv nail 

polish base
no yes yes

Application as base gel
under gel method no no no no

Extending no no up to 10 mm no

Nail reconstruction no no yes no

Consistency thin thin medium thick thin

Curing time (LED 48W) no 30 s 60 s no

Curing time (UV 36W) no 120 -180 s 120 s no

Removing using acetone if a thin 
layer is applied yes yes yes yes

BASES curing table

* For thin or problematic nail tile it is recommended to use Hard Base first. 
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Tops secure stylisation giving it scratch resistance or chipping. 
They are not only a necessary step while performing manicure 
or pedicure but also can be an additional decorative element. 
Choose from different finish types- from glow to shimmering 
glitter particles and fashionable, matt effect. 

03

TOPS
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Hard Top   
It is product used to finish 
manicure which you rinse 
color UV gel polishes. Moreo-
ver, its formula provides even 
more better durability and 
scratch-resistant stylisation. 

4745-7 – 7,2 ml

Dry Top   
It is a nail polished used 
on color UV gel polish. It 
strongly shines, protects 
and cure a nail plate and 
what is the most important it 
does not require using Nail 
Cleaner. Perfectly suited for 
performing stylisation with 
decorative nail powders.

5300-7 – 7,2 ml

Top Sunblocker 
It is a product applied on 
color UV gel polish. Using in-
novative solutions guarantee 
maximum durability, scratch 
resistance and additionally 
Sunblocker prevents turning 
yellow colors and causes that 
they are full of glow.

2861-7 – 7,2 ml

Base/Top 2in1  
Product in its formula combi-
nes two, different comple-
mentary functions: base and 
top. It guarantees a perfect 
adhesion to a nail plate and 
durable color protection. 

6621-7 – 7,2 ml
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Top Glow Gold, Silver,  
Sparkling, Polaris, Celebrate  
It is a finish UV gel polish con-
tains shimmering particles. 
It makes glossy, protective 
layer of stylisation. It does 
not make streaks and does 
not require wiping with Nail 
Cleaner.

7240-7 (Gold) - 7,2 ml 
7241-7 (Silver) - 7,2 ml
8504-7 (Polaris) - 7,2 ml
8505-7 (Celebrate) - 7,2 ml
9067-7 (Gold Sand) - 7,2 ml

Top Velour   
It is a unique UV gel polish 
provides perfect, matt finish. 
Applied on color UV gel po-
lish and nail powders will cure 
and protect the stylisation 
creating matt and soft effect 
that is very pleasant to touch.

5551-7 – 7,2 ml

Dry Top Matte  
It is a finish UV gel polish 
making hard, matt, protect 
layer of nail stylisation. It 
does not make streaks and 
does not require wiping with 
Nail Cleaner.

6110-7 – 7,2 ml

Top Shine Bright  
It is a finish UV gel polish 
making hard, matt, protect 
layer of nail stylisation. It 
does not make streaks and 
does not require wiping with 
Nail Cleaner.

6354-7 – 7,2 ml

Top Crush   
Top with particles in black 
color with irregular shapes 
which change each stylisa-
tion- can be applied on any 
UV gel color. It does not have 
a dispersion layer so wiping 
with Nail Cleaner is not 
necessary. Top provides matt 
finish of nail stylisation. 

8531-7 - 7,2 ml 
9068-7 (Matte Sand) – 7,2 ml

Top Glow Silver Flakes  
It is a product with medium 
-thick consistency facilitates 
application. With its help 
you can change the look 
of each stylisation giving it 
shine. Reaching for a top with 
decorative particles in silver 
color in a few minutes’ means 
getting fashionable, glossy 
adornment.

8806-7 – 7,2 ml

Top Glow Gold Flakes  
It is a top does not require 
wiping after curing in a lamp, 
because it does not have a 
dispersive layer. Its medium- 
thick facilitates application 
without flooding the cuticles. 
When adorning your ma-
nicure using top with gold 
particles, you will match your 
stylisation to each occasion. 

8703-7 - 7,2 ml
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HARD 
TOP

DRY 
TOP

TOP
SUNBLOCKER

BASE/TOP
2IN1

TOP 
GLOW

Application on finishing 
a stylisation yes yes* yes yes yes                  

Application under  
nail powders no yes no yes** no

Curing time (LED 48W) 30 s 30 s 60 s 40 s 30 s

Curing time (UV 36W) 120 s 120 s 120 s 120 s 120 s

Dispersive layer yes no yes yes no

Finish glossy glossy glossy glossy glossy/glitter

Consistency medium thick thick thick thick medium thick

TOPS curing table

TOP 
VELOUR

DRY TOP 
MATTE

TOP SHINE 
BRIGHT

TOP 
CRUSH

TOP GLOW 
FLAKES

yes yes yes yes yes                

no no yes no no

60 s 30 s 30 s 60 s 30 s

120 s 120 s 120 s 120 s 120 s

yes yes no no no

matte matte glossy matte glossy/glitter

medium thick medium thick medium thick thick medium thick

*Aplication on built nail only, do not cover rubbed nail powders with it
** In case of nail powders applied on dispersion layer
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04

SIMPLE 3IN1
UV gel polishes 

Are you dreaming of beautiful nails, but you think that UV gel 
polish is not for you? It seems too difficult to you, and you do not 
know how to start? Get to know breakthrough UV gel polish 
SIMPLE by NEONAIL! It is a complex product due it, you will 
create a perfect manicure- base, top in one, additionally enriched 
with proteins. Paint, cure and ready- only 20 minutes! With 
SIMPLE 3-in-1 you will get durable and glossy manicure without 
using top. Check how easy it is!

S I M P L E     |    0 4



SIMPLE

Trendy

8075-7

Vernal

8128-7

Euphoric

7905-7

Determined

8156-7

Peaceful

7902-7

Vanille

8508-7

Rosy

8509-7

Créme

8510-7

Sweet

8062-7

Goodie

8141-7

Flowered

8129-7

Positive

8051-7

Optimistic

7813-7

Energy

8957-7

Cheerful

7814-7

Romance

8142-7

Lovely

7838-7

Mildly

8077-7

Faithful

8053-7

Sensitivity

8169-7

Tender

7812-7

Glad

8073-7

Fluffy

8127-7

Beautiful

8429-7

Graceful

7904-7

Fabulous

8167-7

Pleasure

8163-7
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Adorable

8126-7

Clever

8072-7

Passionate

7835-7

Happy

8078-7

Spicy

8058-7

Innocent

7837-7

Fancy

8236-7

Brilliant

8237-7

Explorer

8139-7

Loving

7815-7

Feminine

8164-7

Sunny

8144-7

Chillin

8140-7

Smiley

8145-7

Glamorous

8076-7

Delighted

8151-7

Calm

8074-7

 Fresh

8134-7

Frisky

8066-7

Warm

8160-7

Relaxed

8148-7

Airy

8133-7

Creativity

8960-7

Happiness

8961-7

Harmony

9218-7

Mystery

8958-7
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plant-based wonder.
Vegan nail polishes

Discover PLANT-BASED WONDER collection of vegan nail 
polishes with naturally derived ingredients! This is not only a way 
to have a beautiful manicure, but also beautiful nails - after all, 
the composition of these nail polishes is rich in caring ingredients 
such as calcium and magnesium! In this way, PLANT-BASED 
WONDER series does not limit you, but gives you more options 
- a wide palette of 30 beautiful colors will perfectly fit what 
you need to emphasize your style and take care of your nails 
at the same time. Beautiful shine for up to 5 days, great cover 
after just two coats and the ability to change the stylisation in a 
few moments? Only with vegan polishes from PLANT-BASED 
WONDER collection!

05
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plant-based wonder.

Pure  
Maroon
8685-7

Pure  
Strawberry

8684-7

Pure 
Currant
8683-7

Pure 
Begonia
8681-7

Pure 
Exotic
8682-7

Pure  
Lychee
8686-7

Pure 
Peach
8673-7

Pure 
Beetroot

8680-7

Pure  
Peony
8676-7

Pure
 Dahlia
8675-7

Pure 
Lily

8674-7

Pure 
Amaramth

8677-7

Pure  
Raspberry

8678-7

Pure
 Grape
8679-7
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Pure 
Nutmeg
8688-7

Pure
Coral

8687-7

Pure
 Teak

8690-7

Pure
Pecan
8691-7

Pure
Olive

8692-7

Pure 
Dune
8695-7

Pure
Cone

8689-7

Pure 
Eucalyptus

8696-7

Pure 
Daisy
8693-7

Pure
Herb

8701-7

Pure 
Night
8699-7

Pure 
Cloud
8697-7

Pure 
Sand

8694-7

Pure
Wood
8702-7

Pure
Marine
8700-7

Pure
 Rain

8429-7
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06
Sets, which you will find on NEONAIL offer, are carefully 
selected product packages perfectly complement each other. 
They are a great idea both for a beginner stylist and for more 
advanced. The offer includes ready-made UV gel manicure 
starter sets, and even complementary packages at favourable 
prices, which you can choose when you are running out of 
favourite products. 

SETS

S E T S    |    0 6



Set STARTER SET FIRST CHOICE   
It is a package of products for a UV gel manicure for be-
ginners, which includes all the necessary products that 
are used to create a permanent nail stylisation. Above 
all, it is a UV gel polish in a female red color, a base and a 
top in one bottle, i.e., Base / Top 2-in-1, LED ECO 10W 
/ 36 lamp, Nail Cleaner and Acetone. In addition, the set 
also includes wooden sticks and a nail buffer boat. 

8377

1. UV gel polish- Sexy Red 7,2 ml
2. UV gel polish - Base/Top 2in1 7,2 ml
3. Nail Cleaner 50 ml
4. Aceton Uv Gel Polish Remover 50 ml
5. Nail buffer boat 100/180 purple
6. Wooden sticks 10pcs.
7. LED ECO 10W/36 lamp

SET ADORABLE   
It is a ready-made package of products with which you 
can easily perform a UV gel manicure. It includes 5 UV 
gel polishes in beautiful, classic colors, Revital Base Fi-
ber base, a top Top Shine Bright and a reliable 21W/48 
LED lamp. It is a ready-made set of all necessary pro-
ducts - including liquids and accessories such as: Nail 
Cleaner Vitamins, Acetone, nail buffer, nail file, cuticle 
oil, wooden sticks or dust-free cotton pads.

8381

1. UV gel polish - Spread Love 3 ml
2. UV gel polish - Merry Bright 3 ml
3. UV gel polish - Shinny Rose 3 ml
4. UV gel polish - Rosy Memory 3 ml
5. UV gel polish - Candy Cane 3 ml
6.  Vitamin Cuticle Oil 6,5 ml
7. UV gel polish - Revital Base Fiber 7,2 ml
8. UV gel polish - Top Shine Bright 7,2 ml
9. Nail Cleaner Vitamins 50 ml
10. Acetone UV Gel Polish Remover 50 ml
11. Nail buffer boat 100/180 purple
12. Nail file boat 100/180
13. Cotton pads -12 layer 250 pcs.
14. Wooden sticks -10 pcs.
 15. LED lamp 21/48 W

Spread
Love

Sexy
Red

Merry
Bright

Shiny
Rose

Rosy
Memory 

Candy
Cane

1 

1 7 

7 

13 

3 

3 9 

15

5 

5 11 

2 

2 8 

14 

4 

4 10 

12 

6 

6 
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1. 3 selected UV gel polishes 7,2 ml
2. Nail Cleaner
3. Acetone UV Gel Polish Remover 50 ml
4. UV gel polish- Base/Top 2in1 7,2 ml
5. Nail buffer 100/180 purple
6. Grey nail file 100/180
7. Dust -free cotton pads
8. Wooden sticks 10 pcs.
9. LED lamp 18W/36 LCD Display

SET  DE LUXE    
It is a very extensive package of products that are 
necessary to make a perfect UV gel manicure. A set is 
perfect for beginners as well as people who can already 
perform this type of stylisation. It includes 5 timeless 
shades of UV gel polishes, a base Hard Base, Top 
Velour and Top Shine Bright and LED lamp 36W / 48 
LCD Display. Additionally, the set includes liquids and 
accessories: Nail Cleaner, Acetone, nail buffer, nail file, 
wooden sticks and dust-free cotton pads.

8382

1.UV gel polish - Aloha Mood 3 ml
2.UV gel polish - Sexy Red 3 ml
3.UV gel polish - Shinny Rose 3 ml
4.UV gel polish - Perfect Milk 3 ml
5.UV gel polish - Independent Women 3 ml
6.UV gel polish - Top Velour 3 ml
7.UV gel polish - Top Shine Bright 7,2 ml
8.UV gel polish - Hard Base 7,2 ml
9. Acetone UV Gel Polish Remover 50 ml
10. Nail Cleaner 50 ml
11. Wooden sticks 10 pcs.
12. Nail buffer boat 100/180 purple
13. Nail file boat 100/180
14. Dust- free cotton pads 12layer- 250 pcs.
15. LED lamp 36W/48 LCD Display

SET STARTER SET UNIQUE   
Allows you to choose the colors of UV gel polishes 
that are in it. You can personalize it so that it perfectly 
fits your needs and expectations. The set consists of 3 
shades of UV gel polishes, a base and a top in one bottle, 
i.e., Base / Top 2-in-1 and a professional LED 18W / 
36 LCD Display lamp. There were also the necessary 
accessories: Nail Cleaner, Remover, nail buffer, nail file, 
wooden sticks and dust-free cotton pads.

8379

Aloha 
Mood

Sexy
Red

Shiny
Rose

Perfect
Milk

Independent
Women

1 

7 

3 

9 5 

2 

8 

4 

6 

1 

7 

13 

3 

9 

15

5 

11 

2 

8 

14 

4 

10 

12 

6 
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Peaceful Faithful Graceful

1. UV gel polish SIMPLE – Peaceful 7,2 ml
2. UV gel polish SIMPLE- Faithful 7,2 ml
3. UV gel polish SIMPLE- Graceful 7,2 ml
4. Nail Cleaner 50 ml
5. Acetone SIMPLE Protein 50 ml
6. Vitamin Cuticle Oil 6,5 ml
7. Nail buffer boat 100/180 purple
8. Nail file grey boat 100/180
9. Dust- free cotton pads 12layer- 250 pcs.
10. Wooden sticks 10 pcs.
11. LED lamp 18W/36 LCD Display

STARTER SET SIMPLE SOUL AND SPIRIT 
It contains the best sellers from the simple range, i.e., 
3-in-1 UV gel polishes combining base, top and color in 
one product. This package also includes a reliable 18W 
/ 36 LCD Display LED lamp, Nail Cleaner and SIMPLE 
PROTEIN ACETONE. There were also the necessary 
accessories, i.e., a nail buffer, a nail file, dust-free cotton 
pads, wooden sticks and cuticle oils. This set is perfect 
for beginners and people who want to create a durable 
nail stylisation in no time.

8589
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1.Selected UV gel polish SIMPLE
2.Nail Cleaner 50 ml
3. Acetone SIMPLE Protein 50 ml
4. Nail buffer boat 100/180 purple
5. Wooden sticks 10 pcs.
6. LED ECO 10W/36 lamp

SIMPLE STARTER SET BASIC 
Set of products for manicure with UV Gel Polish SIM-
PLE 3in1 is a perfect choice for beginners or those, 
who appreciate doing long lasting manicure very 
quickly. It consist of UV Gel Polish color of choice, 
which does not require using base or top coat, LED 
ECO 10W/36 LAMP, Nail Cleaner, SIMPLE PROTEIN 
ACETONE, nail buffer and wooden sticks.

8378

SIMPLE STARTER SET PRO    
SIMPLE STARTER SET PRO a manicure with SIMPLE 
UV gel polishes, which do not require the use of a base 
or top. There are 3 products of this type that cannot 
be adapted to your needs, a reliable 18 W / 36 LCD 
Display LED lamp and necessary accessories. The set 
also includes Nail Cleaner, SIMPLE PROTEIN ACETO-
NE, nail buffer, nail file and cuticle oil, dust-free cotton 
pads and wooden sticks.

8380

1.Three selected UV gel polishes SIMPLE 7,2 ml 
2. Nail Cleaner 50 ml
3. Acetone SIMPLE Protein 50 ml
4. Vitamin Cuticle Oil 6,5 ml
5. Nail buffer boat 100/180 purple
6. Nail file boat grey 100/180
7. Dust- free cotton pads 12layer- 250 pcs.
8. Wooden sticks 10 pcs
9. LED 18W/36 LCD Display lamp

1 3 

5 

2 

4 6 
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1. UV gel polish – Baby Boomer  
     Nude Base - 7,2 ml
2. Paint UV/ LED Gel
3. UV gel polish – Hard Top 7,2 ml
4. Gum peel-off 7,2 ml
5. Ombre sponges 8 pcs.
6. Wooden sticks set 10 pcs.

1.UV gel polish- Baby Boomer  
    Rose Base 7,2 ml 
2. Paint UV/ LED Gel
3. UV gel polish – Hard Top 7,2 ml
4. Gum peel-off 7,2 ml
5. Ombre sponges 8 pcs.
6. Wooden sticks set 10 pcs.

Baby Boomer Set Nude  
It is a set of products that are necessary to create a 
fashionable baby boomer or french manicure stylisa-
tion. The set includes Baby Boomer Nude Base, a base 
with a beautiful peach color, nail art gel, omre sponges, 
finishing top Hard Top, peel-off gum and wooden sticks.

8410

Baby Boomer Set Rose  
It is a set of products that are necessary to create a 
fashionable baby boomer or french manicure stylisa-
tion. The set includes Baby Boomer Nude Base, a base 
with a beautiful peach color, nail art gel, omre sponges, 
finishing top Hard Top, peel- off gum and wooden sticks.

8409

1 1 3 3 
5 5 

2 2 4 4 

6 6 
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Set of nail drills MEDIUM  
It is a perfect set for people who are starting their 
adventure with a nail drill. These are top quality 
accessories that will help you get great results, creating 
a flawless manicure and pedicure. Nail drill bit set ME-
DIUM contains everything a beginner nail stylist might 
need – nail drill bits of various shapes and purposes, inc-
luding one that is a novelty. Importantly, these nail drill 
bits fit every NEONAIL nail drill and can be sterilised in 
an autoclave.

What do you find in a set MEDIUM?
MEDIUM set consists of 5 nail drill bits, which are 
essential for a beginner’s work. Each nail drill bit is 
color-coded to indicate its gradation and intended use. 

 Set of nail drills consists of:
-   carbide nail drill bit to remove UV gel or gel mass;
-   diamond nail drill bit Cylinder NO. 01 to clean and 

remove epithelial around a nail;
-   diamond nail drill bit FLAME NO. 02/S for smoothing 

and cleaning the space between a nail and a side 
shaft;

-   diamond nail drill bit FLAME NO. 01/H to clean and 
smooth surface between a nail and side shafts

-   diamond nail drill bit Ball NO. 03/S for smoothing 
periungual shafts.

8947
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Set of nail drills ADVANCED 

Professional set of nail drill bits you need to quickly 
create a perfect mani. ADVANCED package is perfect 
for people who already have first experience with a nail 
drill and preparing nails and cuticles for stylisation. If 
you want perfect results, you should definitely choose 
set of nail drill bits ADVANCED. You’ll find nail drill bits 
in a variety of shapes and purposes - including three 
nail drill bits that are brand new and only come in a set. 
Importantly, all of these accessories can be sterilized in 
an autoclave.

What will you find in a set ADVANCED?
ADVANCED set contains 6 nail drill bits which fit every 
nail drill NEONAIL. Due to them you will significantly 
shorten the time of the procedure and the effect you 
achieve will be really spectacular. Each nail drill in the 
set has a colored marker indicating the gradation and its 
intended use.

A nail drill bit set is waiting for you:
-    carbide nail drill bit for removing UV gel or gel mass;
-    diamond nail drill bit Cylinder NO. 01 for removing 

and cleaning the epithelia surrounding a nail;
-    diamond nail drill bit  needle precisely removes 

epithelia around a nail;
-    diamond nail drill bit FLAME NO. 02/S  cleans and 

smoothes the surface between a nail and side shafts;
-    diamond nail drill bit for cuticles and nails (buffer) 

smooths nail shafts;
-    diamond nail drill bit FLAME NO. 01/H - smoothes 

and cleans the surface between a nail and side walls.

8948
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Set of nail drills PROFESSIONAL

Are you a professional nail stylist who expects great 
results and fast working time? Discover a set of nail drill 
bits PROFESSIONAL that will help you create perfect 
stylisations! You will find nail drill bits of various shapes 
and purposes that can be sterilized in an autoclave. 
This set consists primarily of nail drill bits, which are a 
complete novelty - they appear only in a set PROFES-
SIONAL. Every nail drill bit in this set is universal and 
fits every NEONAIL nail drill.

What does a set of nail drill bits PROFESSIONAL for 
advanced users consist of?
In PROFESSIONAL set for advanced you will find up to 
7 pieces of nail drill bits. Each of them is marked with a 
colored tag, which informs about the gradation and the 
purpose of the particular nail drill bit.
The set of nail drill bits  PROFESSIONAL consists of:
-   Carbide nail drill bit for removing UV gel or gel mass;
-   Carbide nail drill bit SOFT for cuticles, which removes  
     compound residue from hard to reach areas;
-   Diamond nail drill bit Cylinder NO. 01 for removing  
    and cleaning epithelia  around a nail;
-  Diamond nail drill bit FLAME NO. 02/S ,diamond nail  
   drill bit FLAME NO. 01/H diamond nail drill bit  Flame  
   No. 00/S for cleaning and smoothing a surface be 
   tween a nail and side shafts;

8949
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Roller heads for electric foot file 
Roller heads for electric foot file by NEONAIL will help 
you remove calloused skin quickly and easily. You can 
use them for both dry and wet work .Each such head in 
the set can last up to several months of use, depending 
on how often you use them and the areas to be treated.
Roller heads is great for hard skin as it works quickly, 
effectively and really safely.

Roller heads for electric foot file consists of:
- One Hard head with a 47# gradation - this exfoliating  
   head is ideal for hardened skin;
- Two Medium heads with a 60# gradation - this is a  
   coarse-grained head that is great for working into soft  
   skin;
-One Soft head with 100# gradation - this is a fine- 
  grained head for perfect skin leveling and removal of  
  fine calluses.

Due to roller heads for electric foot file you can get 
rid of hard, calloused skin in a safe and professional 
manner!

9162
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07
DESIGN
Nail

Neonail also offers you products for nail art with 
fashionable patterns and finishes that will change 
the look of your stylisation in a few moments. Choose 
from beautifully shimmering nail powders and transfer 
foils, durable stickers that look like hand-painted 
patterns, and stamping plates. See for yourself that 
there are many quick and easy ways to diversify your 
mani.
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6173-2 5963-2

No 02 No 02

6173-1 5963-1

No 01 No 01

6173-3 5963-3

No 03 No 03

No 07

Lilac No 02

6173-7

4777-1 5810-26173-4 5963-4

No 04 No 04

6173-8

4777-2 5810-3

No 08

Multicolor No 03

6173-6

4777 5810-1

No 06

Classic No 01

6173-9 4777-4

6173-5

6173-10 4777-5

No 09 Green

No 05

No 10 Blue Lagoon

Nail powder Smoky Effect 
The palette of 10 expressive nail powders 
creates one of the richest color offers 
on the market, with their help you can 
achieve the desired smoke effect, which 
is obtained after applying pigment to 
previously prepared patterns. This 
product looks best on black or white nail 
polish, but with each color it will create a 
great duo.

Nail powder Volcano Effect 
Volaco Effect is a collection of 4 jewelery 
glitter nail powders in shades of gold, 
silver, graphite, and navy blue. The entire 
surface of the nail is easily sprinkled with 
them, resulting in a richly decorated ma-
nicure. Sparkling particles will add glow 
and illuminate your hands like elegant, 
carnival jewelry.

Nail powder Arielle Effect 
Fine, shiny, and multicolored nail powder. 
It is an original way to add glamor and 
chick to your stylisation. Arielle Effect is 
very simple to apply. It can be applied to 
your favorite classic nail polish, UV gel 
polish or embedded in a gel. Perfect for 
use on all shades.

Nail powder Electric Effect 
Electric effect is a collection of 3 transpa-
rent flake foils, thanks to which you can 
create a shiny and metallic effect on your 
nails. The transparent structure allows 
the application of any color of UV gel po-
lish. Exposing Electric Effect on black UV 
gel polish will create the most spectacular 
effects.

6472

Nail powder Hollywood Effect
Hollywood Effect is a multicolored, shiny 
nail powder. Fine powder rubbed into a 
UV gel polish will create a multi-dimensio-
nal glamor effect. By sprinkling any color 
of a UV gel polish with it, you can create a 
completely different stylisation each time. 

Nail
powders
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5940

No 02

7226 7227

No 03

7225

No 01

Nail powderPearl Effect
Pearl Effect to drobny pyłek, który nadaje 
perłowego wykończenia z mieniącą 
się, różową poświatą. Transparentna 
struktura pozwala eksponować go na 
różnych kolorach. Z jasnymi lakierami 
hybrydowymi połączy się w przepiękne, 
perłowe stylizacje, natomiast ciemne 
przemieni w metaliczną taflę z lśniącymi 
akcentami.

Nail powderChrome Flakes Effect 
These are metallic foils in the form of 
extremely shiny, thin flakes that will 
create a shimmering, multi-dimensional 
effect on the nails. The foils can be applied 
to any color of UV gel polish, but the 
most spectacular effects can be seen on a 
black UV gel polish. This product is also a 
beautiful, shiny complement to an evening 
or wedding outfit.

5285

Nail powder Chrome Effect
It is an extremely fine nail powder that 
will easily and quickly change a classic 
manicure into a beautiful, metallic surface 
that reflects light. It allows to get a mirror 
surface in all the shades, just rub it into 
favorite color of UV gel polish, gel or 
acrylic and enjoy the amazing effect.

No 02

5550-2 5550-3

No 03

5550-1

No 01

Nail powder Glittery Effect 
Glittery Effect is a collection of 3 
decorative nail powders. Even a small 
beam of light is enough for them to 
sparkle amazingly. This nail powder is 
much thicker even than the classic glitter, 
which makes its particles look like pixels. It 
will look beautiful both on the entire nail 
plate and as an addition to nail art.
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No 02

90669065

No 01

Nail powderLagoon Magic Effect
This is a classic and timeless type of 
adornment that will definitely stand out 
and emphasize the character of the styli-
sation. Such a manicure can be done with 
decorative nail powders Lagoon Magic 
Effect. Decorating UV gel nails with this 
product is quick and easy to create, even 
if you do not have too much experience in 
making impressive designs.

5329-1

No 01

5329

No 00

5329-2

No 02

No 07

5329-7

5329-3

No 03

5329-8

No 08

5329-6

No 06

5329-10

5329-4 5305-35329-5 5305-2

5329-11 5329-12

No 10

No 04 No 03No 05 No 02

No 11 No 12

Nail powder 3D Holo Effect
Fine nail powder 3D Holo Effect 
guarantees a sensational glass effect 
sparkling with millions of particles. All you 
need to do is apply a new 3D Holo Effect 
nail powder on your nails and discover the 
glow that enhances your femininity! Just 
rub it in any color of UV gel polish.

Nail powder Moonlight Effect
It is a nail powder, which gives semi-
matte, satin, metallic finish, in which the 
color is changing, depending on intensity 
and angle of light. You will create 
beautiful, metallic, reflecting light surface 
only from classic manicure and the color 
will smoothly change between shades of 
yellow and green. This incredibly finely 
ground powder allows you to achieve 
smooth, metallic surface with satin 
finish. Only thing you have to do is rub it 
onto your favourite UV Gel Polish color 
covered with top coat, gel or acryl and 
enjoy this incredible effect.
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PYŁEK
RUB NAIL POWDER 
INTO A DISPERSIVE 

LAYER   

RUB INTO CURED 
DRY TOP

SPRINKLE ON THE WET, 
UNCURED LAYER  
OF NAIL POLISH

COVER WITH 
TOP

SMOKY EFFECT ● ●

ARIELLE EFFECT ● ● ●*

VOLCANO EFFECT ●

ELECTRIC EFFECT ● ●

HOLLYWOOD EFFECT ● ●

GLITTERY EFFECT ● ● ●*

PEARL EFFECT ● ●

CHROME FLAKES 
EFFECT

● ●

CHROME EFFECT ● ●

MAGIC LAGOON
 EFFECT

● ●

3D HOLO EFFECT ● ●

3D HOLO EFFECT 
01/02/04/05/06/07/08

● ●

MOONLIGHT EFFECT 
02/03

● ●

 
* optionally - depends on the aplication choice

Aplication of NAIL POWDERS

No 02 Rose

7806 7807 7808

No 03 Silver No 03 Copper

7805

No 01 Gold

Transfer foil is a product that will 

change the look of any stylisation 

in just a few moments, giving it an 

impressive, matte glow. To create such 

a manicure, it is worth choosing a 

special gel that will allow you to reflect 

any foil on a nail plate.

Transfer
foil 
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Water stickers are a quick and 
fashionable way to adorn your nails 
without painting patterns by hand. All 
you need to do is cover your nails with 
any shade of UV gel polish and apply 
decorative stickers to completely change 
the look of each stylisation. 

7992

7993

7994

7995

7996

7997

7998

7999

5720-7

5720-8

5720-9

5720-11

5720-14

5720-15

5720-16

5720-17

8706

8707

8710

8708

8711

8709

8712

Water
stickers
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Stamping is a very fast and precise way 
of adorning nails, which will completely 
change a UV gel manicure. Stamping 
plates are necessary to prepare this 
type of stylisation. They have embossed 
various patterns of adornments that can 
be easily imprinted on your nails.
This manicure is easy and quick to 
prepare in a really short time.

Stamping

8783

8788

8784

87898785

87908786

87918787

86178824 8792
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GELS 
Nail gels are a very wide category of the highest quality products 
that ensure the creation of a durable and beautiful stylisation. 
With them, you can not only build and extend your nails, but also 
adorn them in a fashionable and fast way. NEONAIL focuses on 
innovative, durable products that are easy to apply - see what 
colors and finishes are waiting for you in the current offer.

08
G E L S     |    0 8



6456

White

6457

Black

6991

Neon 
Yellow

Red

7262

6992

Neon 
Orange

7237

Silver

6994

Green

7238

6993

Gold

Neon 
Pink

Gel with a rubber, dense and stretchy consistency, 
designed to create intricate nail art with thin straight 
lines. It will create a perfect line with one continuous 
movement. The gel can be applied to any color of UV 
gel polish. 

The rubber gel spreads on the plate in a few seconds, 
resulting in precise and thin lines with an intensive 
color. Available in nine colors.

Spider Gel
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Duo 
Acrylgel
Duo Acrylgel 
NEONAIL DuoAcrylgel will revolutionize 
the world of manicure. This form of the 
product is an innovative solution - a 
combination of acrylic strength and the 
lightness and flexibility of the gel. 

The product provides:
-    thick consistency - does not flood  

on the cuticles
-    the possibility of extending and 

modeling nails
-    durable stylisation - nails are very 

resistant to damage
-    extension of 5 nails at the same time - 

without fear of moving the product on 
a nail plate

-   application with a nail template
-   convenient work without rush
 -  curing in a LED lamp without leaving 

any heat away
-   no unpleasant fragrance
-   5 shades to choose from in three
     different capacities: 7g, 15g, 30g

6101 - 7 g
6101-1 - 15 g
6101-2 - 30 g

6102 - 7 g
6102-1 - 15 g
6102-2 - 30 g

6103 - 7 g
6101-3 - 15 g
6101-3 - 30 g

6104 - 7 g
6104-1 - 15 g
6104-2 - 30 g

6105 - 7 g
6105-1 - 15 g
6105-2 - 30 g

Duo Acrylgel
Perfect Clear

Duo Acrylgel
French White

Duo Acrylgel
Natural Pink

Duo Acrylgel
French Pink

Duo Acrylgel
Cover Pink
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Gel Basic
Gel Basic 
Color gel NEONAIL 
Basic gels by NeoNail are a series of thin 
and medium-thick gels. It contains basic 
types of gels and their consistency is easy 
to apply. Perfect for working on tips and 
nail temples.

Density: medium dense
Capacity: 5ml / 15 ml

1308-1 / 1318-1

French Gel White Ultra - 5 ml / 15 ml 
1306 / 1316

Builder Gel Clear - 5 ml / 15 ml

1307 / 1317

Finish Gel BASIC  - 5 ml / 15 ml

1304 / 1314

Builder Gel Rose - 5 ml / 15 ml
1308 / 1318

French Gel White - 5 ml / 15 ml

1303 / 1313 

Base Gel Clear - 5 ml / 15 ml
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3868 / 

Cover Gel Natural - 5 ml / 15 ml

1311 /1321

Allround Gel Rose - 5 ml / 15 ml

1309 / 1319

French Gel Rose - 5 ml / 15 ml
4032 / 4033

Cover Gel Pink - 5 ml / 15 ml

1310 / 1320

Allround Gel Clear 5 ml / 15 ml
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Stamping gel
Beautiful colors of the stamping gel, with which you 
can create many wonderful, unusual nail art. It is 
not necessary to have the practice or plastic skills to 
make this kind of patterns – it is only a moment, some 
products and in no time you can create the beautifully 
decorated manicure that looks like hand-painted. 

Why is worth  choosing Stamping Gel by NEONAIL?

– quick and easy adornment– stamping is the solution, 
which helps to create a glamorous and precise 
adornment

-    ideal for beginners – stamping gels perfect even in 
hands of experienced people who want to create 
surprising nail designs

-    perfect coverage - it is a gel with a high degree of 
cover and a great consistency that allows you to 
trouble-free and accurate pattern printing with a 
special stamper 

-    great efficiency - just a small amount of gel is enough 
to perfectly reflect a pattern

-    rich color palette – in the collection you will find up to 
8 of beautiful colors!

Which shades of stamping gels are on the offer?

8592 Stamping Gel White – classic white shade, which 
is very universal. 

8593 Stamping Gel Black – timeless deep, black 
perfect for any occasion. 

8594 Stamping Gel Gold – shiny, decorative gold color 
with particles. 

8595 Stamping Gel Silver – shiny, silver with the 
addition of jewellery. 

8596 Stamping Gel Stone – beautiful, light grey, which 
fits perfectly with many colors. 

8597 Stamping Gel Nude – elegant, classic beige with a 
deep, natural shade. 

8598 Stamping Gel Lila – pastel, feminine purple, that 
definitely catches the eye. 

8599 Stamping Gel Fuchsia – intensive pink with a 
feminine character. 

8592 8596

8593 8597

8594 8598

8595 8599

Stamping Gel
White

Stamping Gel
Stone

Stamping Gel
Black

Stamping Gel
Nude

Stamping Gel
Gold

Stamping Gel
Lila

Stamping Gel
Silver

Stamping Gel
Fuchsia
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Paint gel
Paint Gel
A thick gel for making permanent ador-
nments. This gel does not shrink during 
curing, it does not melt, and most impor-
tantly it is strong pigmented. It allows 
us to create original nail art - all kinds of 
adornments, swirls, thin lines, dots.

4512

4832

8399

Paint Gel
Black Pearl

Paint Gel
White Rose

Baby Boomer
White Paint Gel
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Beautiful hands and nails are not only a perfectly prepared 
manicure - it is also smooth and soft skin of the hands, which is a 
showcase of every woman. If you want to take care of your hands, 
choose innovative products of the highest quality to be sure that 
they will be deeply moisturized and regenerated.  
NEONAIL offers cuticle oils, hand creams and even 
regenerative serums.

CARE



Vitamin Cuticle Oil which formula based 
in 97% on ingredients of natural origin 
- almond oil and macadamia nut oil. 
The product contains vitamin E, which 
will help to take care of beautiful and 
moisturized skin. The cuticle oil has a 
pleasant fragrance and its unique formula 
allows it to be absorbed quickly and does 
not leave a greasy film on the skin. 

Cuticle oils come in aromatic variants:
- Natural (7788)
- Intense (8370)
- Light (8373)
- Soft (8371)
- Floral (8372)

7788

8373

 Vitamin Cuticle Oil 
NATURAL 6,5 ml

Vitamin Cuticle Oil 
LIGHT 6,5 ml

8370

Vitamin Cuticle Oil  
INTENSE 6,5 ml

Vitamin 
Cuticle Oils
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8371

Vitamin Cuticle Oil 
SOFT 6,5 ml

8372

Vitamin Cuticle Oil 
FLORAL 6,5 ml
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72h Nail Repair Serum
72 H Nail Repair Serum instantly 
nourishes, moisturizes and strengthens 
your nails. This product consists of 96% 
ingredients of natural origin. Its compo-
sition includes nourishing ingredients 
such as: shea butter esters, Abyssinian oil, 
algae extract, vitamins A and E and silicon 
salicylate. The first effects of use are 
visible after 72 hours.

72 H Nail Repair Serum means: 
- nourishment, intensive hydration and    
   strengthening of nails;
- quick absorption of the product;
- a beautiful, delicate fragrance;
- the effects are visible after 72 hours
-convenient and quick application that  
  allows you to use the nail serum several  
  times a day and on the journey. 

8018

Nail serum 3,8 ml  
- 72H NAIL REPAIR SERUM
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Damask Rose 
Essence

Hand care ritual Damask Rose is a 
comprehensive care hand in three simple 
steps - first exfoliation, then hydration and 
finally, deep nourishment. The products 
in this series have vegan and 95% natural 
composition that is enriched with damask 
rose oil, vitamins and minerals to get 
intense care of the hand skin. 

Damask rose is the ingredient that has 
not only salutary properties for our skin, 
but also our senses. Smell damask rose 
envelops, soften and makes it we can calm 
down in literally a few
moments.

How to perform a hand care ritual 
Damask Rose step by step?

Step 1. Body Scrub (8085) - reach out 
for this product to smooth your hands 
and make each subsequent cosmetic will 
penetrate the skin thoroughly, giving back 
its all-valuable ingredients.
Step 2. Hand serum (8086) - if you want 
deep nourishment of the skin, be sure to 
include this cosmetic during performing 
the ritual to get the best results.
Step 3. Deeply moisturizing hand cream 
(8087) - this step means the closure of 
the moisturizing ritual with hand and nail 
cream that in combination with other co-
smetics smoothes, nourishes and deeply 
moisturizes your hands.

Hand care ritual  
Damask Rose
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8086 8087

Deeply moisturizing hand cream is a 
nourishing, vegan and natural formula 
that provides a smooth skin effect. The 
product is rich in rose extract, vitamin C, 
vitamin K, B vitamins, carotene and mine-
rals. Vegan cosmetics with damask rose 
will restore the optimal level of hydration 
to your hands. You can see the first effects 
- nourishment and smoothing already 
after the first application. The skin will 
become elastic and soft to the touch.

Antioxidant hand serum is a product 
you will use for evening hand care. It has 
been enriched with ingredients of natural 
origin, i.e., sweet almond oil, avocado oil, 
damask rose extract, milk thistle, vitamin 
C, vitamin K, B vitamins, carotene and 
minerals. It has antioxidant, smoothing 
and moisturizing properties.

8085

Smoothing Body Scrub 150 ml 
- NEO CARE

 Antioxidant Night Hand Serum 30 ml
- NEO CARE

 Deep Moisturising Hand Cream 50ml
 - NEO CARE

Smoothing body scrub allows you to 
achieve the effect of perfectly smooth, 
nourished skin wrapped in the scent of 
Damask rose. It is a vegan, natural recipe 
enriched with rosehip oil, sunflower oil, 
avocado oil, milk thistle oil and damask 
rose extract. The effect of silky-smooth 
skin is visible after the first use.
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Vitamin Cocktail
Moisturizing hand cream 

Vitamin Cocktail is a moisturizing hand cream enriched 
with vitamin E, aloe extract, macadamia oil, almond oil, 
Shea butter and pentylene glycol. Absorbs quickly, le-
aving you with a  perfect sensation of moisture, nourish 
and smoothness.

Provides the effect of well-groomed hands and pleasure 
of using due to a delicate fragrance. This is our original, 
vegan recipe, which cantains 93% of ingredients of 
natural origin. A small amount is enough. Massage the 
cream into your hands to enjoy in-depth nourishment 
and smoothing the skin.

8662

Vitamin Cocktail Moisturising 
Hand Cream 50 ml
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Foot cream 250 ml with urea 5% 
Highly moisturizing foot cream with an 
addition of 5% urea glycerin and lanolin 
effectively regenerates and softens the 
skin. Enriched with peach oil, which refers 
to the delicate scent of the product. It is 
worth applying a product massaging it 
into clean and dry skin of the feet. A co-
nvenient packaging with a pump provides 
the right dispensing of the product.

5128

 Foot Sugar Scrub  300 ml
Foot sugar scrub perfectly cares for the 
skin, nourishing it and deeply regenera-
ting the epidermis. It is a product with a 
subtle scent and a coarse-grained structu-
re that guarantees effective treatment. 

1609
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10 DEVICES
The devices facilitate and improve the work of any stylist,  
and some of them are essential. To make a beautiful and durable 
UV gel stylisation, it is necessary to use a professional LED 
lamp that will effectively cure the products applied to the nails. 
NEONAIL offer also includes reliable nail drills, dust collectors 
and electric files - check which devices will perfectly answer 
 your needs.

D E V I C E S    |    1 0



Lamp LED 18W/36 LCD Display 
18W / 36W LED lamp has 3 curing times 
- 30, 60 and 99 seconds. The device is 
also equipped with the Low Heat Mode 
function, which gradually heats the lamp 
- it is a perfect solution that reduces the 
burning sensation of nails while curing 
gel stylisations. The lamp has 21 LEDs, a 
comfortable, streamlined shape, a motion 
sensor and display. The device also does 
not have an attached bottom, which facili-
tates performing a pedicure.

6357

Lamp LED 22W/48 with display
 22W /48 LED lamp has a power of 22W, 
but it cures the product at the same time 
as devices with a power of 48W. Built-in 
Timer, motion sensor and display facili-
tates performing treatments. The lamp 
has three operating modes: 30, 60 and 99 
seconds. It uses the energy-saving Dual 
LED technology, which evenly cures the 
manicure and pedicure.

5366

Lamps
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Lamp LED 21W/48 ECO
Professional ECO lamp has a power of 
21 W, but cures the product at the same 
time as a 48 W device. The device has 
3 curing times - 30, 60 and 99 seconds 
and is equipped with the Low Heat Mode 
function, which gradually heats the lamp. 
It is an ideal solution that reduces the 
burning sensation of nails while curing gel 
stylisations. The lamp has 21 energy-sa-
ving LEDs, a comfortable, streamlined 
shape, a motion sensor and a display. The 
device also has a detachable bottom, 
which facilitates performing a pedicure.

5479

Lamp LED 36 W/48 Display 
Lamp 36W / 48 LCD Display LED is 
perfect for curing UV and gel stylisations. 
It has as many as 5 operating modes, 
including the Double Power function. 
This LED lamp also has a motion sensor, 
digital display and a detachable bottom 
that facilitates performing pedicure. This 
high-power device has 36 LEDs and 
Dual Led technology, which means that 
it emits light with a wavelength of 365 
nm and 405 nm at the same time. The 
perfect choice for beginners as well as 
professional nail stylists.

6276

Lamp LED ECO 12W/36
ECO 12W / 36 LED lamp is a handy 
device that helps to cure gel and UV gel 
manicure. This product is dedicated to 
beginners, because it greatly facilitates 
performing a manicure. ECO LED lamp 
has a power of 12W / 36, a motion sensor 
and a digital display. The device has three 
operating times to choose from (30, 60 
and 99 seconds) and is not built from the 
bottom, which is helpful when performing 
a manicure.

7991
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Nail Drill NN M21 ONE TOUCH 
Nail Drill ONE TOUCH is a nail drill that 
helps you quickly and easily remove UV 
gel or gel manicure. It is quiet and has a 
light, ergonomic handle. In addition, it 
does not move during work, because of 
the silicone insert on the bottom of the 
device. The nail drill is small and light and 
has a touch panel and digital display. Nail 
Drill ONE TOUCH is a device with a po-
wer of 21 W and revolutions up to 35,000 
per minute. 

7990

Nail Drill NN L36 wireless 
Nail Drill NN 36 is a 36W nail drill that 
is cordless, lightweighted and extre-
mely easy to use. It is a great solution 
for mobile stylists, because of its small 
size, quietness and handiness. The nail 
drill allows you to remove UV gel or gel 
stylisation quickly and effectively. The set 
includes a dedicated mandrel.

8179

Nail Drill NN S12
Nail Drill NN S 12 is a nail drill that allows 
you to obtain a perfect shape of a nail 
plate, perfectly cut cuticles and helps to 
remove UV gel polish. Working with this 
device will become even more comforta-
ble and effective because you can use it 
both at home and in a beauty salon. Nail 
Drill NN S12 has adjustable speed (power 
and direction), a foot switch and a very 
flexible design. It is small, neat and takes 
up little space.

7989

Nail drills 
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Nail drill Smart 12 W- silver
Nail drill Smart 12W will remove any UV 
gel and gel mass and help with carefully 
working out nails and cuticles. It is a small 
device that is very useful when accurately 
performing nail stylisation.

7094

JSDA Nail Drill JD 500 Rose 
A pink JSDA JD 500 nail drill will shorten 
the time of performing a manicure or pe-
dicure by as much as 50%. The functional 
layout of the buttons makes it easy to 
use, and a light handle and low vibration 
perceptibility ensure high precision. A 
speed control, foot switch and quick and 
trouble-free replacement of nail drill bits 
will also facilitate performing a stylisation.

5870

JSDA Nail Drill JD 500 Silver
A silver JSDA JD 500 nail drill will shorten 
the time of performing a manicure or pe-
dicure by as much as 50%. The functional 
layout of the buttons makes it easy to 
use, and a light handle and low vibration 
perceptibility ensure high precision. A 
speed control, foot switch and quick and 
trouble-free replacement of nail drill bits 
will also facilitate performing a stylisation. 

5871
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Other devices

3-fan dust collector WHITE
 3-fan dust collector is a device of the hi-
ghest quality, made of quilted eco-leather. 
As a result, they can be cleaned and disin-
fected quickly and easily. The dust collector 
is equipped with three fans, silicone feet 
to prevent the device from moving and the 
power of 30W, which makes it remarkably 
effective.

5044-1

Paraffin heather
A paraffin heather is a device that help 
with performing the paraffin treatment. It 
has a power of 200W, thermoregulation, 
two temperature ranges and a backlight 
informing about the operating mode. This 
device quickly and easily melts the paraffin, 
which improves the performance of the 
procedure. 

8398

Wax heater in a can 450 ml 
- round SD-50
An effective and reliable wax heater has a 
power of 100W, a built-in thermostat that 
keeps the wax at the optimal temperature 
and an aesthetic cover, which protects 
against dirt. The device heats 400 ml and 
800 ml cans. It also has a stable handle, 
a container and an aluminum hard wax 
container.

3571

Electric foot file waterproof
An electric foot file is a waterproof device 
that makes it easier to perform a pedicure 
because it thoroughly softens the skin of 
the feet. You can use it both dry and wet  
- it works quickly and effectively, although 
it is very gentle at the same time. The elec-
tric file is well-shaped, effective and easy to 
use, and the set includes 3 interchangeable 
heads.

8658
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1 1

PREPARATIONS
Liquids 

Liquids and preparations are products necessary to perform 
stylisation with the chosen method. The offer includes both 
products needed to prepare a nail plate before stylisation and 
those that are used to remove stylisation. 

NEONAIL offers wide selection of professional nail cleaners, 
removers and primers, which makes manicure easy - see for 
yoursel, which products are necessary to make Your perfect mani! 
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Acetons

UV Gel Polish Remover 
NEONAIL - Acetone  
1000 ml
UV Gel Polish Remover Ace-
tone is pure acetone used to 
remove UV gel polish from a 
nail plate and to remove tips. 
It is a very efficient and affor-
dable product in a capacity of 
1000 ml.

1049 – 1000 ml

UV Gel Polish Remover 
NEONAIL - Acetone 500 ml
UV Gel Polish Remover Ace-
tone is pure acetone used to 
remove UV gel polish from a 
nail plate and to remove tips. 
It is a very efficient and affor-
dable product in a capacity of 
500 ml.

1048 – 500 ml

UV Gel Polish Remover 
NEONAIL - Acetone 100 ml
UV Gel Polish Remover Ace-
tone is pure acetone used to 
remove UV gel polish from a 
nail plate and to remove tips. 
It is a very efficient and affor-
dable product in a capacity of 
100 ml.

1047 – 100 ml

UV Gel Polish Remover 
NEONAIL - Acetone 50 ml
UV Gel Polish Remover 
Acetone is pure acetone used 
to remove UV gel polish from 
the nail plate and to remove 
tips. It is a very efficient and 
affordable product in a capa-
city of 50 ml.

5146 - 50 ml

Acetone for SIMPLE 
- SIMPLE PROTEIN  
ACETONE  
is a remover dedicated to 
SIMPLE series products. 
Its composition has been 
enriched with silk proteins, 
which are also found in nail 
polishes from this collection. 
SIMPLE PROTEIN ACETO-
NE has a delicate, pleasant 
fragrance and can be used to 
remove stylisation and wipe 
nails before applying it.

8059 – 200 ml

Nail Polish Remover with 
Vitamins 200ml
Nail Polish Remover with 
Vitamins 200ml is a classic 
polish remover with the 
addition of vitamin C and E 
and argan oil. It works quickly 
and effectively without 
drying the cuticles and nails. 
The product is enriched with 
a delicate, pleasant fragrance 
that makes it pleasant to use 
when creating stylisation.

7927 – 200 ml
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Cleaners

Nail Cleaner NEONAIL 
-1000 ml
Nail Cleaner degreases a na-
tural nail plate, UV gel polish 
and tips. It is also necessary 
for wiping the gel and acrylic 
mass. The product is available 
in a capacity of 1000 ml

1053 – 1000 ml

Nail Cleaner NEONAIL 
-500 ml
Nail Cleaner degreases a na-
tural nail plate, UV gel polish 
and tips. It is also necessary 
for wiping the gel and acrylic 
mass. The product is available 
in a capacity of 500 ml. 

1052 – 500 ml

Nail Cleaner NEONAIL  
- 100 ml 
Nail Cleaner degreases a na-
tural nail plate, UV gel polish 
and tips. It is also necessary 
for wiping the gel and acrylic 
mass. The product is available 
in a capacity of 100 ml.

1051  – 100 ml

Nail Cleaner NEONAIL  
- 50 ml
Nail Cleaner degreases a na-
tural nail plate, UV gel polish 
and tips. It is also necessary 
for wiping the gel and acrylic 
mass. The product is available 
in a capacity of 50 ml.

5150 - 50 ml
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Nail Cleaner Vitamins 
- 50 ml
It is a liquid for degreasing 
the nails and removing the 
dispersion layer. The presen-
ce of natural ingredients is 
what makes it stand out. Inc-
luded in the Cleaner: retinol, 
calcium and vitamin complex 
E, F, H and B5 are gentle 
to a nail plate and increase 
comfort during manicure and 
pedicure treatments.

7093 – 50 ml

Nail degreaser  
with vitamins 200 ml  
– Nail Cleaner Vitamins 
It is a liquid for degreasing 
nails and removing the 
dispersion layer. Presence of 
natural ingredients is what 
makes it stand out. Included 
in the Cleaner: retinol, 
calcium and vitamin complex 
E, F, H and B5 are gentle 
to a nail plate and increase 
comfort during manicure and 
pedicure treatments.

8060 – 200 ml

Nail degreaser 200 ml -SIM-
PLE Nail Cleaner Proteins
SIMPLE Nail Cleaner Prote-
ins is a nail degreaser suited 
for SIMPLE UV gel polishes. 
It is made for preparing a nail 
plate before performing a 
stylisation. Just degrease na-
ils using SIMPLE Nail Cleaner 
Proteins and apply favourite 
UV gel polish from SIMPLE 
series.

8383 – 200 ml

Cleaner with an atomizer  
- 100ml
Nail Cleaner degreases a na-
tural nail plate, UV gel polish 
and tips. It is also necessary 
for wiping the gel and acrylic 
mass. The convenient atomi-
zer makes it much easier and 
faster to work.
 
1050 – 100 ml
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Preparations

Nail degreaser  
– Nail Prep 7,2 ml
Nail Prep is a preparation 
used to degrese nails and 
prepare them for performing 
further manicure or pedicure 
treatmens.

8035-7  – 7,2 ml

Peel-off gum 7,2 ml
Peel-off gum makes it possi-
ble to perfom the stylisation 
without worries against 
unwanted dirt. Due to it, the 
products are applied more 
precisely and closer to the 
cuticles.

8603 – 7,2 ml

Tip glue 7,5 g NEONAIL 
transparent 
Strong glue for tips provides 
excellent adhesion. It can also 
be used to stick adornments 
on nails. It is a transparent, 
quick-drying and durable pro-
duct - it binds in 3-5 seconds.

1568 – 7,5 g

Cuticle Remover 7,2 ml
Cuticle Remover is a pre-
paration which softens the 
cuticles, which effectively and 
quickly helps to remove them. 
Just apply it for 30 seconds. 
Cuticle Remover prevents 
drying, cracking and growing 
the cuticles on a nail plate.

1029-7 - 7,2 ml
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SIMPLE – BIOTIN PRIMER 
7,2 ML 
Acid-free primer SIMPLE 
BIOTIN PRIMER significantly 
will increase the durability of 
the manicure made with UV 
gel polishes from the SIMPLE 
collection. It’s a product that 
works like a double-sided 
tape, combining perfectly nail 
polish with a nail.

8817  – 7,2 ml

Nail Primer Vitamins 7,2 ml
Primer Vitamins is an acid-
-free preparation enriched 
with vitamins that increase 
base adhesion to a natural 
nail plate. It can be used with 
UV gel, gel or acrylic method. 
It is perfect for brittle nail 
plates. 

6499 – 7,2 ml

Acid-free primer 10ml 
Acid-free primer is a prepara-
tion helping adhesion of the 
gel mass and acrylic mass. It is 
applied directly on a nail pla-
te. Mainly recommended for 
UV gel polishes, gel method
and classic.

1019 – 10 ml

Acid primer 10 ml
Acid primer improves adhe-
sion of the gel and acrylic 
mass. It is applied on poin-
twise, directly on a nail plate. 
Especially recommended for 
greasy, problematic nails.

1020 – 10 ml
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12

ACCESSORIES 
The accessories that you can find on NEONAIL offer are 
diverse - in this category of products, everything you may need 
to create beautiful nail designs is waiting for you. Discover 
reliable nail drills, necessary nail files and buffer blocks, and even 
brushes, separators and applicators. Discover the wide range of 
accessories that await you.
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Brushes

Brush for Duo AcryGel 
NEONAIL 
Professional tool with two 
practical ends allows you to 
extend nails and shape nail 
plate with the innovative pro-
duct Duo Acrylgel. Double 
-sided brush consist of metal 
spatula, which allows to apply 
product directly to the nails 
and high-quality brush, which 
helps with extending Dou 
Acrylgel on the nail plate and 
building the right shape of the 
nail. The brush is aesthetic, 
has protective plastic caps 
and will do excellent job in 
the salon.

6126

Double-sided silicone brush
Double-sided silicone brush 
is necessary while creating 
spatial adornments in UV gel 
manicure. It is used for the 
three-dimensional stylisa-
tions with the gel -plasticine 
Studio Line 3d Gel. This 
product has two soft rubber 
tips with different shapes, 
which make it easy, to form 
spatial shapes and textures,as 
well as spreading the product. 
Beautiful, transparent 
crystals make up an elegant 
and modern design of the 
applicator.

5674

Wooden brush for acryl 
No. 10
Acrylic wooden brush No. 10  
is a product made of high-qu-
ality natural bristles. It can 
be used when working with 
acrylic, because it is great 
for shaping, building nails 
and making acrylic nail art. 
Ergonomic, wooden handle 
ensures convenience and 
comfort of work. The wooden 
brush is distinguished by an 
oval cap on the bristles.

2789-5

Wooden brush  
for Acryl No. 2
Acrylic wooden brush No. 2 is 
a product made of high-qu-
ality natural bristles. It can 
be used when working with 
acrylic, because it is great 
for shaping, building nails 
and making acrylic nail art. 
Ergonomic, wooden handle 
ensures convenience and 
comfort of work. The wooden 
brush is distinguished by an 
oval cap on the bristles.

2789-1 

Wooden brush  
for acryl No. 4
Acrylic wooden brush No. 4 is 
a product made of high-qu-
ality natural bristles. It can 
be used when working with 
acrylic, because it is great 
for shaping, building nails 
and making acrylic nail art. 
Ergonomic, wooden handle 
ensures convenience and 
comfort of work. The wooden 
brush is distinguished by an 
oval cap on the bristles.

2789-2

Wooden brush  
for acryl No. 6
Acrylic wooden brush No. 6 is 
a product made of high-qu-
ality natural bristles. It can 
be used when working with 
acrylic, because it is great 
for shaping, building nails 
and making acrylic nail art. 
Ergonomic, wooden handle 
ensures convenience and 
comfort of work. The wooden 
brush is distinguished by an 
oval cap on the bristles.

2789-3

Acrylic wooden brush No. 8 
 is a product made of high-qu-
ality natural bristles. It can 
be used when working with 
acrylic, because it is great 
for shaping, building nails 
and making acrylic nail art. 
Ergonomic, wooden handle 
ensures convenience and 
comfort of work. The wooden 
brush is distinguished by an 
oval cap on the bristles.

2789-4
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Wooden gel brush #8 
Wooden gel brush #8 is per-
fect for building and forming 
nails and distributing gel on 
tips or nails. It is a product 
made of high-quality natural 
bristles which is shaped 
specially to form french 
manicure finish. 

972-1

Nail art brush Kolinsky #00
Nail art brush Kolinsky #00 
is used to make precise nail 
art with UV gel polishes and 
to make gel ornaments. It is 
made of high-quality natural 
bristles which helps precisely 
shape and build nails. The 
brush is characterised by 
foldable, metal handle that 
facilitates the work. 

4983

Nail art brush Kolinsky 
#06- oval
Nail art brush Kolinsky #06 is 
used to make precise nail art 
gel. It is made of high-quality 
natural bristles which helps 
to shape and build nails 
precisely. The brush is oval 
shaped and characterized by 
a metal handle that facilitates 
the work. 

4982

Nail art brush Kolinsky 
#6- flat
Nail art brush Kolinsky #06 is 
used to make precise nail art 
gel. It is made of high-quality 
natural bristles which helps 
to shape and build nails 
precisely. The brush is flat 
and characterized by a metal 
handle that facilitates the 
work. 

4981

Wooden natural  
gel brush No. 4
A natural, wooden gel brush 
No. 4 is ideal for applying and 
forming nails. It is a product 
made from the highest quality 
bristles and has proven itself 
excellently while performing 
neat, precise gel adornments. 

2137

Wooden natural  
gel brush No.6
A wooden gel brush No. 6 is 
ideal for building and forming 
nails and for distributing the 
gel on tips or nails. It is the 
product made from the hi-
ghest quality real bristles that 
are specially beveled – helps 
to form french manicure 
finish. 

972

Wooden natural gel brush 
No.4, beveled
A wooden gel brush No. 4 is 
ideal for building and shaping 
nails and for distributing the 
gel on tips or nails. It is the 
product made from the hi-
ghest quality real bristles that 
are specially beveled – helps 
to form french manicure 
finish.

2792

Black brush NEONAIL
Black brush is designed 
for cleaning nails and tips 
from the dust while filing or 
polishing the surface. The hi-
ghest quality elastic and soft 
bristle facilitates precisely 
remove loose residues. Co-
nvenient, cylindrical handle 
ensures the comfort of work. 

5749
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Set of 10 synthetic brushes
The set of 10 synthetic bru-
shes is a practical product set 
for applying gel, acrylic and 
making UV gel ornaments. 
They are characterized by 
high quality and durability, 
and the synthetic bristles 
allow a high level of comfort 
in the distribution of the pro-
ducts. This is a universal se-
ries of brushes with different 
shapes, so you can use them 
to making many patterns and 
stylisations.

1016
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Set of natural brushes 
SEVEN
The set of natural brush 
SEVEN proves itself pefectly 
in making adornments. They 
are characterized by high 
quality and strength, and the 
synthetic bristles allow a high 
level of comfort in the distri-
bution of the gel. The brushes 
enables to apply adornments 
on nails making nail art using 
various techniques.

1018

Set of brushes for nail art 
– 3 pieces
The set of 3 brushes is a 
practical set of products 
for applying gel and making 
adornments.  They are cha-
racterized by high quality and 
durability, and the synthetic 
bristles allow a high level of 
comfort in the distribution 
of the products. This is a 
universal brush set with 
different shapes, so they can 
be used for many designs and 
stylisations. 

4991
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Polishing Block WHITE
4-sided polishing block with 
gradation 220 suitable for 
matting and smoothing a 
natural nail plate, eliminating 
all irregularities. It also works 
well for nail preparation 
before performing a UV gel 
manicure and for matting 
tips. The polishing block is 
flexible and soft, so it could be 
used for cuticles. 

1221

Polishing Block PINK  
4-sided polishing block with 
gradation 240 suitable for 
matting and smoothing a 
natural nail plate, eliminating 
all irregularities. It also works 
well for nail preparation 
before performing a UV gel 
manicure and for matting 
tips. The polishing block is 
flexible and soft, so it could be 
used for cuticles.

1222

Nail file grey banana 
-100/180 NEONAIL
A contoured banana-sha-
ped file. It has a coarse and 
fine-grained side, suitable 
for shortening and filing 
natural and artificial nails. The 
100/180 gradation faciliates 
performing manicure and 
pedicure, accelerating the 
treatment.

4507

Nail file boat grey  
100/150 NEONAIL
A nail file in the shape of a 
boat and gradation 100/150 
has a coarse-grained and 
fine-grained side, which 
is particularly suitable for 
shortening and filing artificial 
nails. Its specially contured 
shape which allows conve-
nient work. The product itself 
is made of high-quality paper.

4505

Nail file boat grey  
100/180 NEONAIL
The double-sided, professio-
nal nail file is used for filing 
and shortening natural and 
extended nails. The fine-gra-
ined side (gradation 180) is 
ideal for modeling the edges 
of a nail and a medium-gra-
ined side (gradation 100) 
facilitates the removal of 
the current stylisation. The 
abrasive, made of high-quality 
Japanese paper, guarantees 
a convenient work for many 
weeks.

4504

Nail file straight grey 
100/180 NEONAIL
A double-sided file with a 
100/180 grint and a straight 
shape is ideal for filing natural 
and artificial nails. It has a 
coarse side, suitable for shor-
tening and filing extended 
nails. It is a product that gu-
arantees fast and convenient 
work with an accessory of the 
highest quality.

4506

6-sided Nail buffer  
An oval nail buffer is suitable 
for matting and smoothing 
natural and artificial nail plate 
removing any irregularities. 
It will also work well for pre-
paring nails before doing UV 
gel manicure and for matting 
tips. This the highest quality 
product, which provides a 
convenient and fast work.

1229-1

Nail buffer boat - grey
Double-sided, fine-grained 
boat-shaped nail buffer is 
perfect for matting a natural 
nail plate. It was made of the 
high-quality materials that 
facilitate work and ensure a 
convenient treatment. 

164-1

Nail files and nail buffers
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Nail buffer boat  
100/180- purple
Double-sided, fine-grained 
boat-shaped nail buffer is 
perfect for matting a natural 
nail plate. It was made of the 
high-quality materials that 
facilitate work and ensure a 
convenient treatment. 

168

Nail buffer boat  
100/180- pink
Double-sided, fine-grained 
boat-shaped nail buffer is 
perfect for matting a natural 
nail plate.
It was made of high-quality 
materials that facilitate work 
and ensure a convenient 
treatment. 

166

Nail buffers (6 pieces)
Double-sided, soft nail buffer 
allows you to achieve a high 
gloss. It has two polishing 
surfaces. A mint side of the 
nail buffer is for matting and 
aligning a nail plate, and a 
white one will smooth it and 
give a healthy glow on nail 
surface. The nail buffer is 
made of flexible, non-crum-
bling material.

5669
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Tools 

Dotting tool -white
A dotting tool is a tool that 
ends with metal balls on both 
sides. Thanks to this, it makes 
it easier to create a smile line 
when creating french mani-
cure stylisation and applying 
adornments. Width of the 
bigger ball 1mm, width of the 
smaller ball 0,5 mm

1263-4

Dotting tool – purple 
A dotting tool is a tool that 
ends with metal balls on both 
sides. As a result, it facilitates 
making a smile line when 
creating french manicure 
stylisation and applying 
adornments. Width of the 
bigger ball 3mm, width of the 
smaller ball 1 mm

1263-5

Tips Cutter
Tips cutter is a stable and 
professional tool designed 
to shorten tips to any length. 
This product makes it much 
easier and faster to perform 
a manicure, ensuring cutting 
precision when shortening 
the tips.
  
8390

Double-sided magnet 
 for Cat Eye
A double-sided Cat Eye ma-
gnet consists of a rectangular 
tip that catches filings and a 
round that repels them. It will 
work well when arranging 
particles that are embedded 
in UV gel polishes from the 
Cat Eye series.

5961
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Cuticle nippers 3 mm
Professional cuticle nippers 
are made of stainless steel, 
which makes them suitable 
for long-term use. Working 
with them is convenient and 
quick because they are handy 
and have very sharp blades 
and a length of 3mm, enabling 
precise cutting. Cuticles 
nippers are indispensable 
when performing manicure 
and pedicure.

1177

Cuticle nippers 5 mm
Professional cuticle nippers 
are made of stainless steel, 
which makes them suitable 
for long-term use. Working 
with them is comfortable and 
quick because they are handy 
and have very sharp blades 
and a length of 5mm, enabling 
precise cutting. Cuticles 
nippers are indispensable 
when performing manicure 
and pedicure. 

1177-1

Cuticle nippers 5 mm
Professional cuticle nippers 
are made of stainless steel, 
which makes them suitable 
for long-term use. Working 
with them is comfortable and 
quick because they are handy 
and have very sharp blades 
and a length of 5mm, enabling 
precise cutting. Cuticles 
nippers are indispensable 
when performing manicure 
and pedicure.

3855

Pusher 
Pusher is used to remove and 
move cuticles, as well as to 
remove UV gel polish. It has 
two sharp and precise tips 
that increase efficiency and 
precision. The contoured 
handle facilitates the comfort 
of work, the pusher itself 
is made of stainless steel, 
so it can be sterilized and 
disinfected.

4190
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Gentelman Set
Gentleman Manicure Set is a set of pro-
ducts for men that includes the necessary 
accessories needed to maintain well-gro-
omed hands and nails. It is packed in a 
metal box, making it a perfect gift. The set 
includes a wide nail clipper for hands and 
feet, a side cutter for cutting out the hard 
skin around the nails and a narrow clipper 
for shortening narrow nails on the hands 
and feet.

7236
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Pusher
Pusher  is used to remove and 
move cuticles, as well as to 
remove UV gel polish. It has 
two sharp tips that increase 
efficiency and precise. The 
contoured handle facilitates 
the comfort of work, and 
the pusher itself is made of 
stainless steel, so it can be 
sterilized and disinfected.

4977

Pusher 3C 
Pusher 3 C is used to remove 
and move cuticles, as well as 
to remove UV gel polish. It 
has two sharp tips that incre-
ase efficiency and precise. 
The contoured handle faci-
litates the comfort of work, 
and the pusher itself is made 
of stainless steel, so it can be 
sterilized and disinfected.

4976

Cuticle scissors 5mm
Professional scissors, i.e., 
cuticle clippers, help to 
perform a precise manicu-
re and pedicure. They are 
made of the highest quality 
stainless steel and have very 
well sharpened blades and a 
length of 5 mm, enables quick 
and precise cutting. Scissors 
are extremely handy and 
comfortable to use. They can 
be effectively cleaned and 
disinfected.

3850

Nail scissors- silver
Nail scissors are made of 
the highest quality stainless 
steel. It is amazing handy and 
convenient in using the acces-
sory makes it much easier to 
perform manicure treatment 
and pedicure. Scissors have 
very well sharpened blades, 
making it simple and precise 
cutting. You can clean and 
disinfect them without no 
worries about losing quality.

1247
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Cosmetic case M
A cosmetic case helps to conveniently store 
it and transport the products that every 
mobile stylist and fan of beautiful nails ne-
eds. It is spacious and facilitates organiza-
tion of products and easy to keep clean. Top 
shelves enable vertical storage of nail polish 
with a capacity of up to 7,2 ml. 
 The dimensions are: 35x24.5x30 cm - it 
can fit products with a total weight of 4 kg.

8901

Cosmetic case S
A cosmetic case helps to conveniently store 
and transport the products that every mo-
bile stylist and fan of beautiful nails needs. 
It is spacious, facilitates organization of 
products and easy to keep clean. 
The dimensions are: 325 x 17.5 x 19.5 cm 
- it can fit products with a total weight of 
2,5 kg.

8900

Cosmetic case L
A cosmetic case helps to conveniently store 
it and transport the products that every 
mobile stylist and fan of beautiful nails ne-
eds. It is spacious and facilitates organiza-
tion of products and easy to keep clean. Top 
shelves enable vertical storage of nail polish 
with a capacity of up to 7,2 ml. 
The dimensions are: 35x24.5x30 cm - it can 
fit products with a total weight of 5 kg.

8902

Cosmetic cases 
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Tips and forms

Transparent tips 60 pcs. 
NEONAIL No. 0
Transparent nail tips have 
flexible structure, thanks 
to which they do not break 
and do not crack and the 
gel applied on their surface 
does not chip off. They have a 
pocket used for applying the 
adhesive. There are 60 pieces 
of tips included, which are 
applied on a natural nail tip. 

1103

Transparent tips 60 pcs. 
NEONAIL No. 1
Transparent nail tips have 
flexible structure, thanks 
to which they do not break 
and do not crack and the 
gel applied on their surface 
does not chip off. They have a 
pocket used for applying the 
adhesive. There are 60 pieces 
of tips included, which are 
applied on a natural nail tip.  

1104

Transparent tips 60 pcs. 
NEONAIL No. 2 
Transparent nail tips have 
flexible structure, thanks 
to which they do not break 
and do not crack and the 
gel applied on their surface 
does not chip off. They have a 
pocket used for applying the 
adhesive. There are 60 pieces 
of tips included, which are 
applied on a natural nail tip.

1105

Transparent tips 60 pcs. 
NEONAIL No. 4
Transparent nail tips have 
flexible structure, thanks 
to which they do not break 
and do not crack and the 
gel applied on their surface 
does not chip off. They have a 
pocket used for applying the 
adhesive. There are 60 pieces 
of tips included, which are 
applied on a natural nail tip.

1107

Transparent tips 60 pcs. 
NEONAIL No. 3
Transparent nail tips have 
flexible structure, thanks 
to which they do not break 
and do not crack and the 
gel applied on their surface 
does not chip off. They have a 
pocket used for applying the 
adhesive. There are 60 pieces 
of tips included, which are 
applied on a natural nail tip.

1106

Transparent tips 60 pcs. 
NEONAIL No. 5
Transparent nail tips have 
flexible structure, thanks 
to which they do not break 
and do not crack and the 
gel applied on their surface 
does not chip off. They have a 
pocket used for applying the 
adhesive. There are 60 pieces 
of tips included, which are 
applied on a natural nail tip..

1108

Transparent tips 60 pcs. 
NEONAIL No. 6 
Transparent nail tips have 
flexible structure, thanks 
to which they do not break 
and do not crack and the 
gel applied on their surface 
does not chip off. They have a 
pocket used for applying the 
adhesive. There are 60 pieces 
of tips included, which are 
applied on a natural nail tip.

1109
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Transparent tips 60 pcs. 
NEONAIL No. 9 
Transparent nail tips have 
flexible structure, thanks 
to which they do not break 
and do not crack and the 
gel applied on their surface 
does not chip off. They have a 
pocket used for applying the 
adhesive. There are 60 pieces 
of tips included, which are 
applied on a natural nail tip.

1112

Transparent tips 60 pcs. 
NEONAIL No. 8 
Transparent nail tips have 
flexible structure, thanks 
to which they do not break 
and do not crack and the 
gel applied on their surface 
does not chip off. They have a 
pocket used for applying the 
adhesive. There are 60 pieces 
of tips included, which are 
applied on a natural nail tip.

1111

Duo Acrylgel tips
Duo Acrylgel tips will help 
extend nails by modeling with 
Duo Acrylgel. These are tips 
of the highest quality that are 
reusable. Due to them, you 
can quickly and easily create 
an impressive manicure, 
creating a perfect shape of a 
nail. The package contains 10 
sizes of forms, 10 pieces each, 
numbered from 0 to 9.

6175

Transparent tips 60 pcs. 
NEONAIL No. 7
Transparent nail tips have 
flexible structure, thanks 
to which they do not break 
and do not crack and the 
gel applied on their surface 
does not chip off. They have a 
pocket used for applying the 
adhesive. There are 60 pieces 
of tips included, which are 
applied on a natural nail tip..

1110

Natural tips with long poc-
ket 120 pcs. NEONAIL
Tips with a milky color have 
a flexible structure, so they 
do not break and do not 
crack and the gel applied on 
their surface does not chip 
off. They have a pocket for 
adhesive application. The set 
includes 120 pieces of tips 
which are applied on a natural 
nail tip.

1064

Transparent tips with long 
pocket 120 pcs. NEONAIL
Transparent nail tips have 
a flexible structure, so they 
do not break and do not 
crack and the gel applied on 
their surface does not chip 
off. They have a pocket for 
adhesive application. The set 
includes 120 pieces of tips 
which are applied on a natural 
nail tip.

1066

Nail template  
BUTTERFLY 100 pcs.
Nail templates are designed 
to UV gel, gel, and acrylic 
method. They have a rounded 
shape matching edge to the 
shape of the nails and durable 
adhesive that holds a nail 
template in place. There is an 
overprint on each nail plate 
which designates length and 
shape of nails, and additional 
perforation enables to get a 
slim nail tile with a perfect 
tunnel and curve C.

4978-2

Nail template  
BUTTERFLY 500 pcs.
Nail templates are designed 
to UV gel, gel, and acrylic 
method. They have a rounded 
shape matching edge to the 
shape of the nails and durable 
adhesive that holds a nail 
template in place. There is an 
overprint on each nail plate 
which designates length and 
shape of nails, and additional 
perforation enables to get a 
slim nail tile with a perfect 
tunnel and curve C.

4978-1
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Nail drill bits and sanding caps

Nail drill bit  
- CERAMIC NO 002
Nail drill bit - CERAMIC NO 
002 will precisely and quickly 
remove UV gel or gel mass 
from nails. It will also help to 
work on nails at the shafts, 
without fear of damaging a 
nail plate. This product must 
be sterilized and disinfected - 
it fits every nail drill available 
on NEONAIL offer. The 
diameter of the foot of the 
ceramic nail drill 002: 2,35 
mm; working part diameter: 
6mm, head length: 15mm; 
revolutions: 20-25 thousand 
for a minute.

6640

Nail drill bit  
– CERAMIC NO 01
Nail drill bit - CERAMIC NO 
002 will precisely and quickly 
remove UV gel or gel mass 
from nails. It is perfect for 
beginners because its simple 
shape is safe for natural nail 
plate. This product must be 
sterilized and disinfected - it 
fits every nail drill available 
on NEONAIL offer. The 
diameter of the foot of the ce-
ramic nail drill: 4 mm; working 
part diameter: 13 mm, head 
length: 13mm; revolutions 
:20-25 thousand for a minute.

5974

Diamond nail drill bit  
- FLAME NO 01 /H
Diamond nail drill bit FLAME 
NO 01 / H helps to remove 
the cuticles and clean
and smooth the periungual 
shafts from unnecessary 
epithelium. As a result, you 
will gain more place on a nail 
plate and apply on UV gel 
polish as high as possible, 
performing a combined mani-
cure. The diameter of the foot 
of the ceramic nail drill :2,35 
mm; head height: 5 mm; wor-
king part diameter: 1,8 mm; 
revolutions: 5-7 thousand for 
a minute.
 
5977

Diamond nail drill bit  
- FLAME NO.01 /S
Diamond nail drill bit FLAME 
NO 01 /S with streamlined, 
pointed shape helps to remo-
ve the cuticles and clean and 
smooth the periungual shafts 
from unnecessary epithelium. 
As a result, you will gain more 
place on a nail plate and apply 
on UV gel polish as high as 
possible, performing a combi-
ned manicure. The diameter 
of the foot of the ceramic nail 
drill: 2,35 mm; head height: 5 
mm; working part diameter: 
2,1 mm; revolutions: 5-7 
thousand for a minute.

5979
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Diamond nail drill bit 
-  FLAME NO 02 / S
FLAME nail drill bit 
NO 02 / H  sharpened flame 
shape helps to remove the 
cuticles and clean and smooth 
the periungual shafts from 
unnecessary epithelium. It’s 
a bit bigger than FLAME NO 
01 model. As a result, you 
will gain more place on a nail 
plate and apply UV gel polish 
as high as possible perfor-
ming a combined manicure. 
Diameter the nail drill foot: 
2,35 mm; head height: 5 
mm; working part diameter: 
2,3 mm; revolutions: 5-7 
thousand for a minute.

5980

Diamond nail drill bit  
- FLAME NO 02 / H
FLAME nail drill bit  
NO 02 / H  sharpened flame 
shape helps to remove the 
cuticles and clean and smooth 
the periungual shafts from 
unnecessary epithelium. It’s 
a bit bigger than FLAME NO 
01 model. As a result, you 
will gain more place on a nail 
plate and apply UV gel polish 
as high as possible perfor-
ming a combined manicure. 
Diameter the nail drill foot: 
2,35 mm; head height: 5 
mm; working part diameter: 
2,1 mm; revolutions :5-7 
thousand for a minute.

5978

Diamond nail drill bit - ball 
NO01 / H
Diamond nail drill bit NO01 / 
H ball-shaped helps to remo-
ve the cuticles as well
clean and smooth the shafts 
periungual from unnecessary 
epithelium. As a result, you 
will get more space on a nail 
plate and apply UV gel polish 
as high as possible perfor-
ming a combined manicure. 
Diameter the nail drill foot: 
2,35 mm; head height: 5 mm; 
working part diameter: 1,8 
mm; rotations: 5-7 thousand 
for a minute.

6704

NN nail drill bit  
- ball NO02 / M
Ball diamond nail drill bit 
NO02 / M ball-shaped helps 
to remove the cuticles as well
clean and smooth the shafts 
periungual from unnecessary 
epithelium. As a result, you 
will get more space on a nail 
plate and apply UV gel polish 
as high as possible perfor-
ming a combined manicure. 
The nail drill bit fits for any 
nail drill bit as it is available 
on NEONAIL offer. 
Diameter the nail drill bit: 
2,35 mm; working part dia-
meter:2,3 mm; head height: 5
mm; revolutions 5-7 tho-
usand for a minute.

6705

Diamond nail drill bit NN - 
Flame No. 00/S 
Diamond nail drill bit Flame 
No 00/S with flame shape is 
used to remove the cuticles, 
cleaning and smoothing 
periodic waves of unneces-
sary epithelium. It will work 
perfectly also with matting a 
nail plate. As a result, you will 
get more place on a nail plate 
and can apply UV gel polish as 
high as possible performing a 
combine manicure. This nail 
drill bit has head with a height 
of 5 mm and fits to every nail 
drill which is available on 
NEONAIL offer.

7358

Diamond nail drill bit NN  
- cylinder NO01
Diamond nail drill bit cylinder 
NO01 is used to remove 
epithelium around a nail tile 
and clean them. As a result, 
you will get more place on a 
nail plate and can apply UV 
gel polish as high as possible 
performing a combine mani-
cure. It could be used both by 
professionals and beginners. 
Nail drill bits fits for any nail 
drill that is available on NEO-
NAIL offer. 

6707

Diamond nail drill bit NN- 
Ball NO03/S
Diamond nail drill bit NO03/S 
with spherical shape helps to 
remove the cuticles and
clean and smooth the waves 
periodically with unnecessary 
epithelium. As a result, you 
will get more place on a nail 
plate and apply UV gel polish 
as high as possible perfor-
ming a combined manicure. 
The nail drill bit fits for any 
nail drill bit as it is available 
on NEONAIL offer. Diameter 
the nail drill bit foot: 2,35 
mm; head height: 5 mm; 
diameter of working part:3, 
3 mm; revolutions 7,000 to 
10,000 a minute.

6706

HARD gel nail drill bit 
HARD nail drill bit can even 
handle it with the most 
difficult task. It is marked 
black stripe, indicating that 
that it has a thick layer. It is 
additionally covered a special 
coating that does not heats 
up a natural nail plate nail. 
Perfect to remove UV gel 
polish or removal calluses - 
both on wet and dry.

5056
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Sanding caps 10 pcs #240
Sanding caps are abrasive 
elements which are put on 
mandrel. They can be used 
while performing manicure 
and pedicure. Sanding caps 
have a universal size, so they 
perfectly match to any drill 
drill available on NEONAIL 
offer. They have gradation 
of 240. 

2499

Round cap 10 mm
A rounded cap is an abrasive 
pad which is intended to 
be perform a pedicure. It 
is designed for a mandrel a 
diameter of 10mm. It has a 
gradation of 120.

2110

Round cap Grey ABS 
13 mm 150
Rounded cap Grey ABS 13 
mm 150 it is made of carbide 
silicon. It is a necessary 
product during performing 
pedicure and podiatry treat-
ments. Fit great to a medium 
mandrel. It has a diameter of 
13 mm and gradation of 150.

8534

Round cap 13 mm
A rounded cap is an abrasive 
pad which is intended to 
be perform a pedicure. It 
is designed for a mandrel a 
diameter of 13mm. It has a 
gradation of 80.

2111
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Round cap Gray ABS 13 
mm 220
Round cap Gray ABS cap 13 
mm 150 it is made of carbide 
silicon. It is a necessary 
product during performing 
pedicure and podiatry treat-
ments. Fit great to a medium 
mandrel. It has a diameter of 
13 mm and gradation of 220.

8535

Round cap Gray ABS  
13 mm 60
Round cap Gray ABS 13 mm 
150 it is made of carbide sili-
con. It is a necessary product 
during performing pedicure 
and podiatry treatments. Fit 
great to a medium mandrel. It 
has a diameter of 13 mm and 
gradation of 60.

8533

Round cap ABS White  
13 mm 150
Round cap ABS White 13 
mm 150 is made of precious 
corundum. This a necessary 
product during performing 
a pedicure and podiatry 
treatments -helps to remove 
keratinized epidermis from 
the sole of the feet. It is very 
durable, fits perfectly into 
mandrel carrier and facilita-
tes  work. It has a diameter of 
13 mm and gradation of 150.

8537

Round cap ABS White  
13 mm 220
Round cap ABS White 13 
mm 220 is made of precious 
corundum. This a necessary 
product during performing 
a pedicure and podiatry 
treatments -helps to remove 
keratinized epidermis from 
the sole of the feet. It is very 
durable, fits perfectly into 
mandrel carrier and facilita-
tes work. It has a diameter of 
13 mm and gradation of 220.

8538

Round cap ABS White  
13 mm 60
Round cap ABS White 13 
mm 220 is made of precious 
corundum. This a necessary 
product during performing 
a pedicure and podiatry 
treatments -helps to remove 
keratinized epidermis from 
the sole of the feet. It is 
very durable, fits perfectly 
into mandrel carrier and 
facilitates
work. It has a diameter of 13 
mm and gradation of 60.

8536

Pedicure pads 10 pcs # 80
Nail drill caps are abrasives 
that are superimposed on 
a mandrel. The pads have a 
universal size, so they will 
perfectly match each one nail 
drill from NEONAIL offer. 
They are pads with gradation 
80.

933

Pedicure pads 10 pcs # 120
Nail drill caps are abrasives 
that are superimposed on 
a mandrel. The pads have a 
universal size, so they will 
perfectly match each one nail 
drill from NEONAIL offer. 
They are pads with gradation 
120.

935
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10 mm mandrel  
- rubber carrier
A mandrel is the element that 
is applied to abrasive, roun-
ded caps. Its special, rubber 
finish connection makes a 
hood holds on him remarka-
bly tightly. This product has a 
diameter of 10 mm.

2115

13 mm mandrel  
- rubber carrier
A mandrel is the element 
that is applied to abrasive, 
rounded caps. Its special, 
rubber finish
connection makes a hood 
holds on him remarkably 
tightly. This product has a 
diameter of 13 mm.

2116

Diamond nail drill bit  
CONE XL NO. 01/M
CONE XL NO. 01/M is a 
diamond nail drill bit, cone-
-shaped with fluted head. It 
is very soft so will be perfect 
for polishing. It could be used 
for finishing a manicure and 
working on nail shafts. CONE 
XL NO.01/M matches any 
nail drill available on NEO-
NAIL offer. Dimensions: the 
diameter of a nail drill bit foot 
is: 2,35 mm; the diameter of 
the working part is: 6 mm; the 
length of the working part is: 
10 mm.

9195

Diamond nail drill bit 
FLAME NO. 03/S 
 FLAME NO. 03/S is a flame 
shape nail drill bit. It is very 
versatile, because has fine 
coating. Due to its shape, it 
works perfectly between a 
nail plate and nail shaft as 
well as while performing a 
combined manicure. FLAME 
NO. 03/S matches any nail 
drill available on NEONAIL 
offer. It can be sterilized in an 
autoclave.

9194

Diamond nail drill bit MINI 
FLAME NO. 01/S 
Diamond nail drill bit MINI 
FLAME NO. 01/S in a flame 
shape allows an effective and 
precise work. It will work 
perfectly with nails and cutic-
les which means thoroughly 
cleaning the underneath of a 
nail plate and smoothing hard 
to reach places. It matches 
any nail drill available on 
NEONAIL offer and could 
be sterilized in an autoclave. 
Dimensions: the diameter of 
a nail drill bit foot is: 2,35 mm; 
the diameter of the working 
part is: 1,8 mm; the length of 
the working part is: 5 mm.

9196

Diamond nail drill bit 
PUSHER NO. 02/
Diamond nail drill bit 
PUSHER NO. 02/ in a be-
veled cone has fine, diamond 
coating which is marked in 
red. It also has many other 
uses making it an extremely 
versatile tool. The nail drill 
bit will work perfectly while 
cleaning underside of the free 
edge of a nail and the area 
around the lateral nail shafts 
or performing manicure 
with „under cuticle” effect. 
It matches any nail drill 
available on NEONAIL offer 
and could be sterilized in an 
autoclave.

9191

Carbide nail drill bit  
CONE L NO. 01/H 
Carbide nail drill bit CONE 
L NO. 01/H is gentle and 
delicate. It was made from 
carbide, so it is extremely 
durable. Nail drill bit due to a 
rounded head will work per-
fectly near the cuticles and 
its cross- sections will gently 
and precisely remove UV 
gel polish as well as smooth 
the gel. It matches any nail 
drill available on NEONAIL 
offer and could be sterilized 
in an autoclave. Dimensions: 
the diameter of a nail drill 
bit foot is: 2,35 mm; the 
diameter of the working part 
is: 6 mm; the length of the 
working part is: 15 mm.

9193

Diamond nail drill bit  
ROUNDED CYLINDER  
NO. 01/S
Diamond nail drill bit RO-
UNDED CYLINDER NO. 
01/S, a rounded cylinder-
-shaped has a fine coating so 
gently works on cuticles. It is 
perfect for fast and precise 
removing calluses from side 
nail shafts. It matches any nail 
drill available on NEONAIL 
offer and could be sterilized 
in an autoclave. Dimensions: 
diameter of a nail drill bit 
foot is: 2,35 mm; diameter of 
working part: 2,3 mm; length 
of working part: 6,5 mm.

9197
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Carbide nail drill bit crosscut 
SPINDLE NO. 01/M
Carbide nail drill bit crosscut 
SPINDLE NO. 01/M is made 
of carbide, or cemented car-
bide, and its shape resembles 
a spindle with a rounded 
head. It could be used to fast 
removing gel, acryl gel, UV 
gel and creating a perfect 
shape of a nail. It matches 
any nail drill available on 
NEONAIL offer and could be 
sterilized in an autoclave. Di-
mensions: the diameter of a 
nail drill bit foot is: 2,35 mm; 
the diameter of the working 
part is: 5 mm; the length of 
the working part is: 13 mm.

9192

Carbide nail drill bit 3-in-1 
CONE S NO. 01/S  
Carbide nail drill bit 3-in-1 
CONE S NO. 01/S  is a uni-
versal accessory which can 
be fitted to any NEONAIL 
nail drill. It is made of car-
bide, or cemented carbide, 
which makes it a top-quality 
product. Its cone shape with 
rounded head facilitates 
the work. With its help it is 
possible to precisely remove 
excess of cured product from 
a nail shaft, create construc-
tive french and clean the 
underside of nails. 

9190
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Depilation and paraffin

Depilation strips Erbel  
150 pcs.
Depilatory strips made of du-
rable and strong non-woven 
fabric, they do not tear when 
applied or removing. Perfec-
tly fit the body, which affects 
the quality of the procedure 
performed. Solid depilatory 
strips mean convenience and 
the highest quality.

1777-7

Anesthetic lotion before 
depilation 150 ml
Anesthetic lotion before 
epilation has a beautiful 
strawberry scent. This pre-
paration is used immediately 
before depilation, increasing 
the effectiveness of the 
treatment. It supports wax 
adhesion; thus, depilation 
becomes less painful.

1976

Peppermint oil after  
depilation 150 ml
Post-depilation mint oil, 150 
ml capacity soothes the skin 
by leaving it soft, nourished 
and cleaned. It is a product 
of refreshing effect and anti-
-inflammatory that will take 
care of the skin right after 
the treatment depilation. The 
product does not contain 
alcohol, parabens, petroleum 
jelly, silicones and paraffin.

1974

Hard wax 100 g Film Wax 
White Chocolate
Film Wax is a professional 
hard wax third generation 
that is more flexible than 
other products of this type. 
That is why catch even the 
shortest hair, despite only 
thin layer is applied and it 
is ready to use even at 40 
° C. It is a product with the 
scent of white chocolate - it 
is ideal for sensitive and hard 
to reach areas. 

4609 

Sugar paste for depilation 
350 g
Sugar paste is a product that 
it is designed for depilation 
of the body. It is a method
which does not irritate. De-
pilation this method is almost 
painless, because the hair is 
removed from the roots is 
according to the direction 
growth without disturbing 
cuticle. Sugar paste
it is a guarantee of effective 
depilation and long-term 
depilation effects.

916

Hard wax 100 g Natural 
FilmWax
FilmWax is a professional 
hard wax third generation 
that is more flexible than 
other products
of this type. That is why 
catch even the shortest 
hair, despite only thin layer 
is applied and it is ready to 
use even at 40 ° C. It is a 
product ideal for sensitive 
and hard to reach areas.

4608

Wax in the applicator  
- Azulene
Azulene wax, i.e., chamo-
mile is recommended for 
dry and normal skin. The 
effectiveness of its operation 
increased thanks to the use 
of beeswax, conifer resins 
and plant extracts, which 
additionally reduce risk of ir-
ritation. Comfortable applica-
tor, a wide roll „roll-on” type 
facilitates depilation of even 
large parts of the body.

1733-2

Wax in the applicator  
- Dark Azulene
Azulene wax, i.e., chamo-
mile is recommended for 
dry and normal skin. The 
effectiveness of its operation 
increased due to the use of 
beeswax, conifer resins and 
plant extracts, which additio-
nally reduce risk of irritation. 
It is convenient and makes 
depilation easier.

1733-1
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Wax in the EGO applicator 
CARE - Rose
Rose wax is recommen-
ded for normal skin. Due 
to unique fragrances, the 
hair removal treatment will 
become a real feast for the 
senses, and the wide type 
roll „Roll-on” will be perfect 
when depilating even large 
body parts.

2983

Paraffin 500 g Melon
Melon-scented paraffin 
contains natural moisturizing 
substances after applied on 
the skin, form a cover reta-
ining hydration and moisture. 
This long-lasting paraffin 
warm and slowly transfor-
ming it to the body - opens 
the pores of the skin and 
supports circulation, thus 
improving the absorption of 
active substances, contained 
in preparations care. After 
treatment even rough skin 
on elbows or knees become 
soft and flexible.

944

Paraffin 500 g Rose
Rose-scented paraffin 
contains natural moisturizing 
substances after applied to 
the skin, form retaining cover 
in its hydration and moisture. 
This long-lasting paraffin 
warm and slowly transfor-
ming it to the body - opens 
the pores of the skin and 
supports circulation, thus 
improving the absorption of 
active substances, contained 
in preparations care. After 
treatment even rough skin 
on elbows or knees become 
soft and flexible.

945

Paraffin 500 g Cherry 
-Strawberry
Strawberry-scented paraffin 
contains natural moisturizing 
substances after applied to 
the skin, form retaining cover 
in hydration and moisture. 
This long-lasting paraffin 
warm and slowly transfor-
ming it to the body - opens 
the pores of the skin and 
supports circulation, thus 
improving the absorption of 
active substances, contained 
in preparations care. After 
treatment even rough skin 
on elbows or knees become 
soft and flexible

947
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Single use products

Foil Nail Wrap- 50 pcs.
Nail Foil Wraps are folis to 
remove UV gel polish from 
nails. They have sticked pad 
soaked with Acetone. They 
are very quick way to remove 
a stylisation from nails. Just 
soak a pad with a prepara-
tion to a nail and wrap the 
remaining foil tightly around 
a nail. There are 50 pieces 
of foil in the set Nail Foil 
Wraps.

4458-1

Foil Nail Wraps - 100 szt. 
Nail Foil Wraps are folis to 
remove UV gel polish from 
nails. They have sticked pad 
soaked with Acetone. They 
are very quick way to remove 
a stylisation from nails. Just 
soak a pad with a prepara-
tion to a nail and wrap the 
remaining foil tightly around 
a nail. There are 50 pieces 
of foil in the set Nail Foil 
Wraps.

4458

Wooden stickers in a set- 
10 pcs
A professional set 10 psc of 
wooden sticks is defined as 
a high- quality product. On 
the one hand, they have a 
spike, and on the other, they 
have been cut, so they can 
be used at various stages of 
creating a nail styling. The 
sticks are made of rosewood, 
which allows a long-term 
work and applying decora-
tions.

5361

Wooden sticks  in a set 
- 10 pcs 
A professional set 10 psc of 
wooden sticks is defined as 
a high- quality product. On 
the one hand, they have a 
spike, and on the other, they 
have been cut, so they can 
be used at various stages of 
creating a nail styling. The 
sticks are made of rosewood, 
which allows a long-term 
work and applying decora-
tions.
1586

12 layers dust free cotton 
pads - 500 pcs.
Dust free cotton pads are 
multi-purpose cotton pads 
that are useful at every stage 
of creating nail stylisation. It 
is a product of the highest 
quality, which has 12 layers 
– so it is durable and will 
cope with any task. Cotton 
pads help to wipe nails with 
various preparations, remove 
the manicure or clean tools 
while creating stylisation. 
The set consists of 500 
pieces cotton pads.

1583

12 layers dust free cotton 
pads - 250 pcs.
Dust free cotton pads are 
multi-purpose cotton pads 
that are useful at every stage 
of creating nail stylisation. It 
is a product of the highest 
quality, which has 12 layers - 
so it is durable and will cope 
with any task. Cotton pads 
help to wipe nails with vario-
us preparations, remove the 
manicure or clean tools while 
creating stylisation. The set 
consists of 250 pieces cotton 
pads.

1582
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Other accessories

Applicator / Nail powder 
applicator
A nail powder applicator will 
help to precisely apply de-
corative nail powder without 
scattering. Just apply a small 
amount of a nail powder on 
a silicone sponge and rub the 
nail powder thoroughly into 
the surface of a nail. The nail 
powder applicator can be 
repeatedly use.

5302

Bottle with pomp 200 ml
Bottle with pomp is a 
convenient dispenser of 
fluids which is used while 
performing manicure or 
pedicure treatment. It helps 
easily soak a cotton pad with 
acetone, with a remover or 
cleaner with no fear of spil-
ling out the applied liquid. 

8556

Nail art sponges (25 pcs.)
Nail art sponges are soft and 
have elastic structure. They 
can be used while creating 
ombre stylisation because 
they help exactly reach the 
edge of a nail. Due to them, 
it is fast and easy to get 
perfect, even effect. 

5667

Nail art latex sponges  
(8 pcs.)
Latex sponges enable to 
prepare precise ombre 
adornments. Their special 
shape helps to make perfect 
shading in a quick and easy 
way by combining colors.

5668

Acrylic liquid glass with 
cover
Liquid glass with 5 ml capa-
city is used when performing 
acrylic manicure or when 
making henna. Its shape 
allows for the exact combi-
nation of liquid and powder, 
which makes the treatment 
much easier and faster.

1268

Acrylic liquid glass
Liquid glass with 5 ml capa-
city is used when performing 
acrylic manicure or when 
making henna. Its shape 
allows for the exact combi-
nation of liquid and powder, 
which makes the treatment 
much easier and faster.

1267

Gel polish remover clips
Gel polish remover clips 
are made of a durable and 
reliable material. They can 
be used many times to remo-
ve UV gel polish, soak-off 
gels and titan nails. The set 
includes 10 pieces.

5050

Color mixing pad
Color mixing pad is made of 
strong and durable glass that 
is easy to keep clean. It is a 
product that maintains a cool 
temperature of mixed colors, 
so they do not dry out and 
can be freely combined with 
each other.

7763
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Nail brush round
Round, soft brush perfect for 
dust removal while perfor-
ming a manicure, also ideal 
for washing face.

8385

Nail silicone brush 
Nail silicone brush is soft 
and has very convenient 
handle, which helps to re-
move thoroughly dust during 
performing manicure and 
pedicure.
 

5559

WHITE Rapidograph  
NEONAIL 0.35 mm
Rapidograph 0.35 mm with 
white ink is a tool, which 
facilitates to paint nail art. It 
is very precise and easy to 
use. It’s a product with the 
highest quality ink, which is 
durable and trouble-free in 
application

5173-1

Separator
Foot separators precisely 
separate fingers separate 
from each other, enable to 
perform pedicure or other 
care treatments. The set 
consists of the separator to 
the right and the left foot.

930
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BLACK Rapidograph  
NEONAIL 0.18 mm
Rapidograph 0.18 mm with 
black ink is a tool, which faci-
liates painting adornements. 
It is very precise and easy in 
use - helps to create detailed 
patterns, motive lace, ador-
nements and perfect lines. It 
is a product with the highest 
quality ink, which is durable 
and trouble-free
in application. 

5173

Ink for rapidograph black 
- 10 ml
Black ink is a product, which 
can be refilled Rapidograph 
to create beautiful and 
precise ornaments. It is the 
highest quality ink with ca-
pacity of 10 ml- it is durable, 
does not smudge out and 
it can be easily applied on 
your nails, creating stunning 
patterns.

6932

Japanese manicure  
- PShine Japanese manicure 
set PShine contains products 
and accessories that are 
necessary to perform the 
procedure of strengthening 
brittle and delicate nails. This 
package consists of paste 
and powder and two special 
nail buffers. Is it main base 
responsible for nourishing 
the nails. Additionally, the 
set includes other necessary 
accessories.

1678
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